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Northeastern Local Section Administration Form 2012
Local Section Administration Form - Governance
1. How many times did the executive committee conduct
governance business during 2012?*
2. How many members were there in the executive
committee during 2012?*
3. How did the executive committee communicate with
one another during 2012?*
(Check all that apply.)

8
6
Email
Teleconference
ACS Network
Other -

4. What percentage of the local section's Councilors were
in official attendance at the 2012 ACS Spring Council
meeting?*
5. Did a member of your local section attend the Local
Section Leaders Track at the 2012 ACS Leadership
Institute?*
6. Did your local section have a succession and/or
leadership development plan during 2012?
7. How did your local section identify future leaders and
get them into the leadership pipeline during 2012?*
(Check all that apply.)

working dinners, phone

100%

Self-nomination
Solicitation or advertising
Identify active committee members
Formal leadership training
Long term plan
Outreach to new members
Arm-twisting
Other -

8. Did your local section conduct an officer election during
2012? *
9. Did your local section conduct its elections electronically
during 2012?*
10. How many members voted in your local section officer 442
election in 2012?*
Questions 11-13 provide the opportunity for your section's leadership to communicate successes, challenges, goals,
and progress towards meeting those goals. We want to hear from you! Please use the required comment boxes to
share your thoughts about your section. In questions 12 and 13, do not feel limited by having spaces indicated for the
top three goals. Other goals can be added in the comment box if needed.
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11. 2012 Chair's report: Please provide a narrative of the
past year's activity/successes/challenges:*
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This year has seen the members of the Northeastern
Section involved in an array of programs, activities, and
projects. In addition, several members as well as student
chapters of the Section have received grants, awards, and
recognition for their activities.
Our monthly programs feature outstanding speakers on
current topics. Our on-going activities are principally
driven by the Section’s twenty-seven active committees.
Significant contributions were made in the areas of
chemical education, government relations, membership,
constitution and bylaws, public outreach, publications, the
Younger Chemists Committee, the German Exchange
program, and changes in award nomination procedures.
Particularly outstanding were public relations, NCW,
professional relations and career planning, preservation of
our archives, and long range planning committees. Some
of these are described below.
At the beginning of 2012, our three top goals involved
preservation of our archives, establishing a social media
plan to better communicate with our members, and
involving new members in the committees and
governance of the Section.
The expanded activities in public relations and outreach
give the Section greater visibility. A presence on LinkedIn
<nesacsLinkedIn@network>and on Facebook
<Facebook.com/NESACS > was established to publicize
meetings and events and to promote networking. Various
Twitter feeds and local news stations also carried events.
The publication of THE NUCLEUS, our monthly news
publication, is now available on our website
<www.nesacs.org> as a pdf file. Our executive secretary
and public relations Chair are now using Constant Contact
for sending notices and information to the Section.
Constant Contact coupled with the introduction of PayPal
has resulted in significant improvements in the
management of activities. The public relations committee
has been diligent in publicizing the Section’s monthly
meetings and symposia, as well as its activities (with
photos where possible)such as the NCW events , Earth
Day events, Science Cafés, the STEM activities in our
region, Science Festivals, the Chemistry Olympiad, and
the programs sponsored by the various committees, such
as the Education Committee, the YCC, the Government
Affairs Committee, the German Exchange Program, and
the Professional Relations and Career Services
Committee.
National Chemistry Week events were held at many
locations throughout the Section, including one of the
Section’s sponsored programs for Chemistry teachers,
Connections to Chemistry, which is an afternoon -evening
program of hands-on workshops and lectures to connect
the teachers to the numerous educational resources of the
ACS. In addition, an extensive National Chemistry Week
program sponsored by the Section was held throughout
the week at the Museum of Science and at the Children’s
Museum in Boston, MA. Approximately 1000 individuals
participated in these activities. More than 100 volunteers
from various organizations and local colleges and
universities assisted with the program.
The Long Range Planning committee meeting was
particularly successful. It focused on five issues: a task
force on STEM education, engaging new members,
consideration for establishing New Hampshire and
Southeast MA subsections, creating endowments for
select programs as funding initiatives, and succession
planning for committee chairs and officers:
The Government Affairs Committee (GAC) proposed
STEM goals for the Section including legislative and
informational objectives. The discussion focused on what
should be the policy of the Section in STEM activities
including government –sponsored, volunteer, and
business-sponsored activities, as well as a possible role of
the GAC in the state’s legislative STEM Council and the
Council of STEM Professional Societies.
Engaging new members is a priority. In addition to the
welcoming letters that go to new members, a brochure will
be included with the letter, which describes the
committees and topical subgroups . Our website pages of
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Current Events, Section Activities, and Career
Opportunities were updated with a focus on being timely
and more informative.
The Northeastern Section stretches from the Canadian
border in New Hampshire down to the Cape Cod
seashore. The Section is effectively divided into three
distinct regions: the Core area around Boston, MA,
southeastern MA, and all of NH. A task force with
members from southern MA, NH and the core area was
proposed to explore the feasibility of establishing
subsections.
Some of our programs require special funding, such as the
German Exchange Program and the NCW programs.
Funding these programs through endowments is being
explored.
Local sections maintain an archive of their records and
materials that represent their history. The oldest meeting
notes for the Northeastern Section are from 1898 in a
hand-written journal. Hard copies of our monthly
newsletter, THE NUCLEUS, date back to 1924. The
major considerations are: management and storage of the
hardcopy materials, digitization of these materials and
searching the digitized information. Drawing upon the
experiences of other Sections, and advice from the
Chemical Information, History of Chemistry, Computers in
Chemistry Divisions and the Chemical Abstract Service, a
viable management solution is being explored.
The Professional Affairs Career Services Committee
sponsored programs on career guidance, targeting the job
market, personal assessment, identifying market trends,
credentials, research and networking. The Committee
also cosponsored a symposium on entrepreneurship with
NOVA Biochemicals for start ups and small business
owners.
Awards and Recognition:
Three Northeastern members were named as ACS
Fellows .
The ACS Committee on Education selected four student
chapters in our Section for recognition. Also, three
chapters were Green Chemistry Award recipients and one
chapter received funding for its Community Interactions
Grant proposal.
The YCC received an Innovative Project Grant for a
Career Symposium .
Two graduate students were selected to participate in the
ACS International-Domestic Student Summit (IDSS) 2012
in conjunction with the Southeast Region of the ACS
(SERMACS) .
Several Section members were tapped by ACS Presidentelect Dr. Marina Wu to participate in a “piloting” task force
she titled “Vision 2025: Helping ACS Members Thrive in
the Global Chemistry Enterprise” at the beginning of her
electoral term.
Significant progress has been made on the three major
goals for 2012 by the combined efforts of our numerous
committees as noted in this report. The challenge for the
Section is to continue to work to develop these areas
along with the long range issues identified in 2012.
Attracting new members, who will be actively involved in
the programs and governance, is a priority.
12. 2012 Chair's goals for the Section
a. Please list your top 3 goals:

Reaching out with better communications. Proactively
reach out to students and our local communities to
increase the public appreciation of chemistry for meeting
world needs. Expanding the amount of cross-functional
activity in NESACS between different NESACS groups.
Increasing the support for career development. Continue
to sponsor workshops to help local scientists in their
career development and net working for their job hunting.
Explore innovative ways to train members for today’s
competitive global work environment.
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Enhancing Global Collaboration. Enhance international
cooperation by supporting an expansion in the number of
“international” symposia and exchange programs that
bring academic and industrial scientists based in Europe
and Asia to NESACS events to share ideas and to
network. Explore setting up an international exchange
fund to sup- port such activities.
First, my biggest concern, as the Northeastern Section’s
2013 chair, is the attendance of our ‘routine’ events,
namely monthly meetings. As one of oldest local sections,
the Northeastern Section of the ACS (NESACS) has a
long and rich history and is one of the largest and most
influential sections of American Chemical Society. The
Section’s base covers many academic institutions and a
broad range of chemical, pharmaceutical and biotech
companies. The diversity of the people (students,
scientists etc.) and the organization make this chemistry
community dynamic and vibrant. We have about 7,000
members, but for most monthly meetings during the
calendar year, the attendance is less 1%.
Second, due to the economy situation, we have more and
more chemists facing a tough job market and struggling to
prepare themselves for today’s competitive global work
environment. They need help.
These concerns constituted the following challenges for
2013:
1. How we can get more of our members involved?
2. Should we change programming to attract more
members to attend?
3. How we can stimulate cross-functional collaborations
and to increase common interests?
4. How can we increase out fund raising so that we can
increase the financial support to these events?
5. How we can leverage some our best programs (for
example, the German Exchange Program), and expand
them to benefit the world’s chemists/students?
6. How can we more effectively provide tools and
networking opportunities to help our unemployed
members to find a job? How we can explore innovative
ways to train members for today’s competitive global work
environment?

13. 2012 Chair-Elect's goals for the Section
a. Please list your top 3 goals:

b. What are your concerns and challenges?*

1. Expand the participation of Members in the activities of
the Northeastern Section.
2. Provide Members with guidance and support at all
stages - student, early career and mid/late career.
Stimulate interest in STEM among middle and high school
students.
3. Inform the public and elected leaders about the positive
contributions and value of the chemical sciences.
• Many Members are underemployed or unemployed,
graduates have fewer options than in the past, and young
faculty have difficulty starting their research programs.
Creative new approaches to career planning and job
creation are necessary.
• The pool of American-educated scientists must grow and
stimulating opportunities must be made available.
• Cross-disciplinary activities should integrate across the
sciences and related fields, e.g., medicine and
engineering.
• Section-based programs should take advantage of the
expertise of senior chemists and allow them opportunities
to remain scientifically active after retirement, perhaps
matched with younger colleagues or students.
• Opportunities for international education, exchanges and
collaborations should be developed.
• Ethics must be an important part of scientific training.
• Local companies should be engaged in Section activities.
• Members living in New Hampshire should have local
access to the ACS, forming a distinct section or
subsection that will provide better contacts and
opportunities than they have now, since most
Northeastern Section activities take place within 25 miles
of Boston.

Local Section Administration Form - Organization
1. Did your local section have any active committees with
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two or more members during 2012?*
a. If the response to 1 (above question ) is YES, please
select the committee and enter the chair's name.

Awards

Dorothy Phillips

Budget/Finance

James Piper

Career
assistance/Employment
Chemistry Olympiad

Chorghade
Steve Lantos

Community Activities
Continuing Education
Educational

Marietta Schwartz

EHS
Environmental
Government Affairs

Doris Lewis

Industry Relations

Mukund Chorghade

Long Range Planning

Ruth Tanner

Membership/Membership Michaeline Chen
Retention
Mentoring
Minority Affairs
Newsletter/Publications
Nominations

Michael Filosa, Mary
Mahaney
Patrick Gordon

Professional Relations

Mukund Chorghade

Project SEED

Cheryl Schnitzer

Public Relations

Jack Dricsoll

Senior Chemists

2. How many subsections were active in your local section
during 2012?*
3. How many subsection meetings were held by your local
section during 2012?*
4. How many topical groups were active in your local
section during 2012?*
5. How many topical group meetings were held in your
local section during 2012?*
6. Did your local section support (financial or otherwise) an
existing Technician Affiliate Group (TAG) during 2012?*
7. How many dues-paying affiliate members were in your
local section during 2012?*
8. What was the approximate number of active volunteers
in your local section during 2012?*
9. Please estimate the number of new volunteers in your
local section during 2012?*
10. Please indicate all the ways that your local section
recognized volunteers during 2012.*
(Check all that apply.)

Women Chemists

Patricia Mabrouk

Younger Chemists

Heidi Teng

Other

Local Arrangements,
Mary Burgess
Constitution and By-laws,
Cathy Costello
NCW. Christine JaworekLopes
German Exchange,
Michael Strem

0
0
2
5

11
150
50
Certificates
Awards
Letter to volunteer supervisor
Letter to volunteer
Recognition at an event
Recognition on web
Recognition in newsletter
Other -
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Local Section Administration Form - Communications
1. How many local section meetings were held during
10
2012?*
2. On average, how many members attended a local
65
section meeting during 2012?*
3. How did Councilors report to your local section members
about national ACS matters during 2012?*
(Check all that apply.)

At a section meeting
At an executive committee meeting
In the newsletter
On the local section web site
Other -

4. Did your local section have a representative on your
Regional Meeting Board or Steering Committee during
2012?*
5.How does the sections leadership communicate
information to its members?*

5a How Often do these communications occur:
5a1 Number of newsletters published:*
5a2 Number of meeting notices:*
6. Did your local section have a website during 2012?*
6a. If the answer to 7 (above question) is YES, what was
the URL for your local section's website?
7. Did your local section post its Annual Report on your
website during 2012?*

Written reports for Section
Meetings

Monthly news publication: THE NUCLEUS is our monthly
news publication and is available as hard copy and e-copy
in pdf format. [Members may choose how they wish to
receive it.] It contains the monthly meeting information,
special announcements of coming events, award
information, special reports,contact information of the
Officers, a Calendar section for seminars occurring in the
area, and a listing of a business directory.
Website: www.nesacs.org is an extensive resource for
meetings, current events, career programs, employment
opportunities, awards,publications, inforamtion about the
Section including a listing of theofficers and a Handbook
Section, among others
Facebook: www.facebook.com/nesacs lends itself to
posting the most up-to-date and immediate happenings of
the month that may not have made other postings. It
serves as a place where members may comment on
programs and Section activites.
LinkedIn: NESACSLinkedIn@network is a source of ongoing information from our members to other members
about career opportunities, meetings, and conferences. It
serves as a place to also link up with other members.
Constant Contact: a convenient way to easily and quickly
send out information to the total membership. It is used by
the Public Relations Chair and by the NESACS Executive
Secretary.
Section Blog: http://blog.nesacs.org/ which focuses on
career management and developments
Executive Secretary: A super efficient and very capable
secretary who is the person to whom all of our members
can direct their inquires for an immediate informed
response.
9
27
http://www.nesacs.org

Local Section Administration Form - Nomination
1. Our Section would like to self-nominate for the Local
Section Outstanding Performance Award.*
2. Please provide a summary self-nomination statement of This year has seen the members of the Northeastern
500-word or less. The summary statement should highlight Section involved in an array of programs, activities, and
local section's 2012 activities to support your nomination.
projects. In addition, several members as well as student
chapters of the Section received grants, awards, and
recognition for their activities.
Monthly meetings featured outstanding speakers on
current topics. Our on-going yearly activities are principally
driven by the Section’s twenty-seven active committees.
Significant accomplishments were made in the areas of
chemical education, National Chemistry Week, government
relations, constitution and bylaws revision, public
outreach, public relations, publications, long range
planning, preservation of our archives, professional
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relations and career services, the YCC, the German
Exchange program, and award nomination procedures.
Our expanded activities in public relations and public
outreach, including public social media, have given the
Section greater visibility. National Chemistry Week events
were held at many locations throughout the Section,
including an extensive National Chemistry Week program
sponsored by the Section at the Museum of Science and at
the Children’s Museum in Boston, MA, which saw over
1000 participants. The Long Range Planning meeting
focused on five issues: a task force on STEM education,
creating endowments for select programs as funding
initiatives, engaging new members, succession planning
for committee chairs and officers, and consideration for
establishing North and Southeast MA subsections.
Preservation of the archives of the Section’s records and
materials dating back to a hand-written journal from 1898
has become a major focus with considerations of storage
and digitization/electronic capture of the hardcopy
materials. The Professional Affairs and Career Services
Committee presented programs on career guidance, the
job market, personal assessment, market trends,
credentials, research, networking and entrepreneurship.
This year saw three of our members named as ACS
Fellows. The ACS Committee on Education selected four
student chapters within our Section for recognition. Also,
three chapters were recipients of the Green Chemistry
Award, and one chapter received funding for its
Community Interactions Grant proposal. The YCC received
an Innovative Project Grant for a Career Symposium. Two
of our graduate students from Dartmouth College were
selected to attend the ACS International-Domestic Student
Summit (IDSS) 2012. Several NESACS members have
been tapped by ACS President-elect Dr. Marina Wu to
participate in a “piloting” task force she titled “Vision 2025:
Helping ACS Members Thrive in the Global Chemistry
Enterprise” at the beginning of her electoral term.
At the beginning of 2012, the top three goals were the
preservation of our archives, establishment of a social
media plan to better communicate with our members, and
attract new members to be active and involved in the
programs and governance of the Section. Significant
progress has been made on these goals which have
involved the combined efforts of our numerous committees.
The challenge for the Section is to continue to improve in
these areas and to continue progress on the long range
goals.

Local Section Administration Form - Supporting Materials
File Name
Volunteer Brochure.docx
Dec2012 Nucleus.pdf
AWARDS COMMITTEE
2012 Report.docx
Award Committee 2012
Photos .doc
Public Relations 20123.docx
Education Annual
Report.doc
Government Affairs
Committee 2012 .docx
Professional Relations
Report.docx
YCC Annual Report 20121.docx
Annual Archives
report.doc
Membership report,
letter.doc
IDSS_Foy_with_pics.doc
Richards Medal

File Size
0.16 MB
1.08 MB
0.02 MB

Brief Description
Volunteer Brochure
December Issue Newsletter
Awards Committee Report

0.38 MB

Awards Committee Report Photos

0.12 MB

Public Relations Report

0.1 MB

Education Report

0.1 MB

Goverment Affairs Committee Report

0.02 MB

Professional Affairs and Career Services

2.31 MB

YCC Activities

0.08 MB

Archives Project

0.05 MB

Membership Report

0.11 MB
0.22 MB

Student Summit
Richards Medal Program
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Ed Night PROGRAM 2012
-final.pdf
Program Report2012.docx
annual NERM report.doc
BOP 2012 Annual
Report.doc
Ex Comm Meet 4 26.doc
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0.57 MB

Education Night Program

0.03 MB
0.09 MB
0.03 MB

Monthyl Programs
NERM Report
Board of Publications

0.05 MB

Executive Committee Meeting

Local Section Administration Form - Approval
Comments
The Northeatern Section benefited in 2012 by having an outstanding leader - Ruth Tanner - who kept the wheels of the
section well lubricated to bring programs of interest and services to our membership. As indicated in Ruth;s report
there were several activities in 2012 that aligned well with National ACS goals including student member involvement
and Entrepreneurship.
Approved & Submit for Review

Michael Singer

02/15/2013

This form has been submitted for your approval. Please review each tab for completeness and accuracy, make any necessary edits, and save all
changes before approving this form. After the form is approved, it will be submitted for review. The approved form will be placed in read only mode
and no additional edits will be allowed. Your approval will submit this form as part of your official annual report to ACS.

Local Section Administration Form - Reasons for Return

Approver Return Comments
Contributor Return Comments

---- END OF REPORT ----
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Northeastern Local Section Financial Form 2012
Local Section Financial Form - Revenues and Expenses
Revenues
1. Annual ACS Allotment
2. New member commissions
3. Donations, contributions
3a. Bequests and/or trusts (list amount separately from line
3)
4. Rebate from ACS for Councilor travel expenses
5. ACS Awards or Grants received (e.g. IPG)
6. Program revenue (includes newsletters, short courses,
lecture series, national or regional meetings, etc.)
7. Local section dues, affiliate dues
8. Interest, dividends
9. Special events and activities (describe and itemize in
document uploaded to Supporting Materials Tab; the
purpose of these is to raise funds other than contributions
to finance exempt activities. Include events such as dinner
dances, raffles, bingo games, etc.)
9a. Gross revenue (not including $9443.50 of contributions
reported on line 3)
9b. Less direct expenses other than fundraising expenses
9c. Net income (or loss) from special events and activities
(line 9a less line 9b)
10. Meals (include total meals revenue)
11. Other revenue (describe and itemize)
Transfers from Trust accounts, 104273.63

Amount(USD)

38879.00
795.00
9443.50
0.00
27282.27
1050.00
58387.86
64529.10
17.92

0.00
0.00
0.00
8678.85
104273.63

12.Total Revenues (Add lines 1 through 8 and 9c through 11)

313,337.13

Expenses
13. Subsidies to subsections, topical groups or affiliate
groups
14. Awards, scholarships, grants, etc.
15. Administrative expenses (not including postage,
printing, and shipping)
15a. Salaries, other compensation
15b. Professional fees and payments to independent
contractors
15c. Occupancy, rent, utilities, and maintenance
15d. Total administrative expenses (add lines 15a through
15c)
16. Printing, publications, newsletters, meeting
announcements, postage, and shipping
17. Local meetings (include speakers expenses)
18. Meals (include total meal expenses)
19. Travel subsidies to Councilors
20. Travel subsidy and fee for Local Section Track at the
ACS Leadership Institute
21. Other expenses (describe and itemize)
Fundraising 8843.80

0.00
39913.03

0.00
63311.94
2372.35
65,684.29
68407.37
52357.39
43550.35
36380.02
823.70
8843.80

22. Total Expenses (add lines 13, 14 and 15d through 21)

315,959.95
-2,622.82

23.EXCESS (DEFICIT)(Line 12 less line 22)

Local Section Financial Form - Balance Sheet
Amount(USD)

Description
24. Investments (estimated current market value of stocks
and bonds)
25. Restricted Funds - Of the amount cited in line {1},
indicate how much is restricted by external donor

2340966.47
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stipulation for uses such as awards, funds, building funds
etc. List individual accounts, if possible.
25a. Name of the Fund :see attchment
25b. Name of the Fund :
25c. Name of the Fund :
25d. Name of the Fund :

2258994.47
0
0
0
2,258,994.47
348946.47
35491.99
0.00
2,725,404.93
8.33
0.00
2,725,404.93
2648335.52

Total Restricted Funds (add lines 25a, 25b,25c, 25d)

26. CDs, Money Markets
27. Cash on hand (passbook savings and checkbook)
28. Other assets (describe and itemize)
29. Total Assets ( add lines 24,26,27, and 28)

30. Average interest earned on assets (%)
31. Liabilities, if any
32. Net assets, 12/31/2012 (line 29 less line 31)
33. Last year's Net assets, 12/31/2011 (line 31, 2011
report)
34. EXCESS (DEFICIT) (line 32 less line 33)

77,069.41
-2,622.82

35. EXCESS (DEFICIT) (from line 23 in Revenues and
Expenses tab)

36. Explain the difference between lines 34 and 35

see Attachment

Local Section Financial Form - Tax Information

Description
Public Support Test or Reason for Non-Private Foundation Status

Local sections must normally receive more than 33 1/3% of its support
donations from the general
public and not more than 33 1/3% of its support from investment income.
NOTE: A section that fails the test for 2 consecutive years loses its public
charity status and becomes a private foundation.
37. Public Support Ratio

99.99

Gifts, Grants, Contributions, Membership Dues and Exempt Function
Revenues
___________________________________________________________
Gifts, Grants, Contributions, Membership Dues, Exempt Function Revenues,
Interest, Unrelated Business Income, Tax Revenues, Value of Services and
Facilities, Other Sources
Note- Exclude any unrelated business income

PASS
0.01

38. Gross Investment Income Ratio

Gross income from interest and dividends
___________________________________________________________
Gifts, Grants, Contributions, Membership Dues, Exempt Function Revenues
,Interest, Unrelated Business Income, Tax Revenues, Value of Services and
Facilities, Other Sources
* Exclude any unrelated business income
39. Which Form 990 did your local section file with the IRS for the Tax Year
2011?

PASS
Form 990-N(Electronic Postcard)
Form 990-EZ
Form 990

40. What is your local section's Employment Identification Number (EIN)?
EIN is an all-number 10 character format. For example, 12-3456789
41. Does your organization want to continue to be included under the
umbrella of the American Chemical Society's Group Exemption Letter?
After the submission of its Annual Report, each technical division must
request its annual allotment per the ACS Bylaws.
42. The local section requests their annual allotment.

04-3067800

Local Section Financial Form - Supporting Materials
43. Did your section prepare a Budget for
2012?
44. Did your section prepare a Budget for
2013?
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File Name
NESACS attachments.pdf
budg12.pdf
budg13.pdf
Auditor.pdf
Annual Report Bd of Trustees-2.doc
Annual Report of the TREASURER-1.doc
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File Size
0.0 MB
0.01 MB
0.01 MB
0.02 MB
0.03 MB
0.03 MB

Brief Description
Attachment
2012 Budget
2013 Draft budget
Auditor Report
Trustees Report
Treasurers Report

Local Section Financial Form - Approval
Comments

Approved & Submit for Review

Michael Singer

01/28/2013

This form has been submitted for your approval. Please review each tab for completeness and accuracy, make any necessary edits, and save all
changes before approving this form. After the form is approved, it will be submitted for review. The approved form will be placed in read only mode
and no additional edits will be allowed. Your approval will submit this form as part of your official annual report to ACS.

Local Section Administration Form - Reasons for Return

Approver Return Comments
Contributor Return Comments

---- END OF REPORT ----
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Local Section Archives Issue
National ACS and CAS support of this information management issue.
Proposed by Kenneth Mattes for discussion by the Local Section Committee
ISSUE ...................................................................................................................................... 1!
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CAS support of information searching .............................................................................. 4!
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ISSUE
The 2012 NERM, held in Rochester NY, recognized three sections (Maine,
Rochester and Northeastern sections) for their 100th anniversary of being a section in the
American Chemical Society.
Many local sections maintain an archive of local section records and materials
that represent the history, art and science of chemistry in the United States. These archived
materials, and more importantly the information contained in these materials, is at risk of loss
and under utilization due to ineffective methods implemented to manage these materials.
Drawing upon the expertise contained in the Chemical Information, History of
Chemistry, Computers in Chemistry Divisions and the Chemical Abstract Service, a viable
solution with associated costs, could be proposed and endorsed by the Local Sections
Committee for consideration by the local sections.
The major parts to this information-focused issue are:
1. Management and storage of the hardcopy materials.
2. Digitization/electronic capture of the hardcopy materials.
3. Storage, searching and retrieval of digitized/electronic
information.

PROPOSAL OBJECTIVE
To investigate the feasibility of CAS to facilitate the digitization, storage and
searching of local section archive materials.

RESPONSIBILITIES
Local Sections
1. Local sections identify the materials they need to archive in some electronic/digital
format and wish to be searchable and retrievable by the section.

2. Local sections organize their local materials, with the help of a librarian or archivist,
to facilitate the quantification of the historical information and define a workflow for
future section information.
3. Local section allocates the necessary funds to implement the potential solution.

ACS Divisions
The Chemical Information, History of Chemistry, and Computers in Chemistry
Division representatives read, respond and provide input and ideas to the Implementable
NESACS Experiment section described below.

Chemical Abstracts Service
The Chemical Abstracts Service representatives read respond and provide
input and ideas to the Implementable NESACS Experiment section described below.
In particular they should provide current cost estimates for scanning and
digitizing of hardcopy material, the preferred means for electronic information formats to be
used at CAS, and estimated times for service delivery upon receipt of materials to posting on
the CAS search service.

Local Section Committee
Identify a representative who could function as the broker for communications
between the various ACS organizations and the information provided by the responding
organizations. The committee representative can provide an independent perspective to the
NESACS experiment and assess the potential value to ACS of this activity.

Implementable Options for the NESACS Project
The Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society (NESACS), under
the auspices of the 2012 Section Chairman Ruth Tanner, has initiated a study to investigate
a long term archive approach addressing these information issues.

Current Status as of 13Dec2012
Archives

1. The board needs to decide on two issues’ and define the NESACS
commitment to them:
a. Does the board want a local Archives location where individuals can visit
and peruse the hard copy materials and awards of NESACS? YES
b. Does the board want electronic access to the information contained in
the Archives? YES
c. What other need has the board identified around utilization of NESACS
archived materials and awards?
d. What budget is the board willing to provide for these issues?
i. Short Term: $2500 for 2013.
ii. Long Term: TBD
iii. Annually: TBD
2. Options:
a. Chemical Heritage Foundation (Not acceptable)
i. (CHF, http://www.chemheritage.org/ )

ii. Estimated costs, provided by CHF for both hard copy and
electronic information management is ca. $53,000 (est. $23,000
to process the hardcopy and est. $30,000 to digitize the
processed materials).
iii. Details to be defined and resolved but supplied information CHF
has been shared with the Chairman and secretary.
1. The hard copy materials will be owned and housed with
the CHF.
2. Annual contract for continued transfer of hard copy
materials to CHF.
b. Division of the History of the ACS
i. (HIST, http://www.scs.illinois.edu/~mainzv/HIST/ )
ii. Partner with them to address the sections issues.
iii. Contact recommended by Lee Latimer is Jan Hayes, the councilor
from the Sacramento section and past chair.
1. Jan Hayes
6829 Barbara Lee Circle
Sacramento, CA 95842

or 916-601-4996
Phone: 916-331-6886
Email: janan.hayes@yahoo.com

(cell)

c. Division of Chemical Information of the ACS
i. (CINF, http://www.acscinf.org/index.php )
ii. Partner with them to address the sections issues
iii. Contact is Antony Williams, chair elect.
1. VP Strategic Development
ChemSpider, Royal Society of Chemistry
(919) 201-1516

(voice)

2. Email: williamsa@rsc.org
d. Chemical Abstracts Division of the ACS
i. No named contact.
ii. General contact information
iii. General CAS number:
Phone:
Fax:
E-mail:
Website:

800-848-6538 (North America)
614-447-3600 (worldwide)
614-447-3713
help@cas.org
Feedback Form

e. Local Effort by NESACS
i. Create a local office/site that is leased for a specified time period and
move materials there to initiate an archiving project. Costs to be
determined.
1. Purchase scanner and computer to manage digitized
information.
2. Initiate a local activity to organize and enlist local membership
to help in organizing and capturing the information.
3. Currently investigating if CAS could provide support for this
effort. Shipping of materials back and forth to CAS could be
substantial.
4. Open ended time frame for completion
ii. Continue with the current status of archive materials at Regis College
and section awards at Northeastern University.

1. Establish some type of contractual arrangement with the
institutions with a specified time period for renewal or
relocation.
2. May involve some type of financial agreement of support to the
institution.
3. Use Iron Mountain as a service provider for storage of physical
archive materials. Estimated at $1700/yr for 240 x 1.2 cubic ft
boxes of materials at 2012 costs. Costs to be higher
iii. Discussion with Mike F. identified PDF files as the currently preferred
electronic format for local access via the website
CAS support of information searching
Assuming CAS can support the digitization of the hard copy materials or at
least store the electronic formats of the NESACS information, the material could be
searched using a “focused” application of Scifinder.
“Focused” Scifinder Application
When an ACS member wishes to search the Local Section Archives, one
would log into the ACS website, with the appropriate credentials. Under the CAS tab you
would be taken to the CAS webpage and under the Contents tab you would see Section
Archives tab, where you would then be taken to the search screen in Scifinder where you
would type in the subject matter of interest like any other search, using Scifinder technology
and information relationships.
This form of access to the Archives information can be considered a member
benefit and may encourage increased membership. It should also be restricted to Section
Archive information only. This type of access would also allow for “humanization” of the
chemistry endeavor by sections and their contributions to science.

SUMMARY
This proposal facilitates the integration of ACS Division capabilities with a focus on delivering
historical perspective to the American Chemical Society, based upon a service to the local
sections that may lead to increased membership and perceived value to ones membership
in the ACS.
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Sent on behalf of Michael Mattia at Iron Mountain Inc..
Ken Mattes (matteskc@aol.com),
Thank you for choosing Iron Mountain for your records management needs. I
have attached your contract to initiate our services to this email for your
review.
To make the contract approval process faster and easier, Iron Mountain
recently partnered with DocuSign to allow you to electronically sign your
Iron Mountain contracts.
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DocuSign’s electronic signatures have the same legal effect as pen-and-ink
signatures, clearly establishing the intent to sign and ensuring all legal
elements of proof. And, signatures obtained through DocuSign are legally
binding. Click link http://bit.ly/legalityofesign for more information on how
DocuSign complies with to legal compliance standards.
Please review the contract and follow the DocuSign execution process. Once
the contract is executed, it will be sent directly to Iron Mountain for counter
signature. The contract will be processed immediately, and soon after you will
hear from our Iron Mountain on-boarding team.
If you have any questions, please contact me.
Regards,
Michael Mattia
Iron Mountain
Inside Sales Solutions Rep - Inbound
(610) 495-3396
(610) 495-8011

michael.mattia@ironmountain.com
http://www.ironmountain.com
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NESACS 2012 AWARDS COMMITTEE REPORT
Submitted by Dorothy J. Phillips, Chair, Awards Committee
January 25, 2013
The purpose of the Awards Committee is to nominate members of the Section for Society,
divisional or other awards and to select recipients of the Henry A. Hill Award and the Philip L.
Levins Memorial Prize. The committee is responsible for the notice and publicity as well as
selection of guests for the ceremonies for these awards. The Awards Committee interacts with
the Program Committee and Hospitality Committee for both ceremonies.
New Awards Committee members are selected from previous award winners and on the basis of
knowledge of the Northeastern Section membership and activities. The Section chair is an ex
officio member. Committee members also meet when necessary to select awardees, inaugurate
new awards and to canvass for nominees for other Section awards.
A sub-committee selects and nominates section members for ACS Fellows; an ACS Fellow
serves as chair of this sub-committee. These NESACS nomination packages are submitted to
the national body for consideration by the ACS Fellows Selection Committee.
NESACS 2012 ACS Fellows
NESACS 2012 ACS Fellows Nominations Committee was composed of John Neumeyer, Chair,
Patrick Gordon, Charles Kolb, Ralph Scannell, Robert Lichter, Thomas Gilbert, Barry Snider
and Ruth Tanner, ex officio. The call for nominations appeared in the March 2012 edition of the
Nucleus.
The ninety-six 2012 ACS Fellows received their lapel pins and certificates at the National
Meeting in Philadelphia at a ceremony on Monday, August 20,2012, hosted by ACS Immediate
Past-President Nancy B. Jackson in recognition of their outstanding achievements in, and
contributions to science, the profession, and the Society. The following three NESACS members
were among those honored as ACS Fellows: Ramanathan Nagarajan (U.S. Army Natick Soldier
Research, Development, and Engineering Center), Lawrence T. Scott (Boston College), and
Jeffrey I. Steinfeld (Massachusetts Institute of Technology).
NESACS 2012 Henry A. Hill Award
Henry A. Hill was Chairman of the Northeastern Section in 1963. He was Director of the ACS
in 1971-1975 and was elected in the fall of 1975 to serve as President-Elect in 1976 and became
President in 1977. The Henry A. Hill Award for Outstanding Service to the Northeastern Section
is awarded annually to a member, to a former member, or in memory of a deceased member or
former member of the Section who has made outstanding contributions to the Section's programs
and activities.. Each such award comprises a plaque and a scroll suitably engraved with an
appropriate citation. It is awarded annually at a regular meeting of the Northeastern Section

unless otherwise specified by the Board of Directors. The first award in 1980 recognized Dr.
Hill, posthumously. The previous recipients of the award are listed on the NESACS website.
The call for nominations for The Henry a. Hill Award was made in April 2012. The award
selection committee included Dorothy Phillips, Chair, Joe Billo, Steve Lantos, Doris Lewis, Don
Richter, Michael Singer and Ruth Tanner. Dr. Michael P. Filosa, Senior Manager at ZINK
Imaging, Inc. of Bedford, MA was the recipient of the 2012 Henry A. Hill Award. The award
was presented to Dr. Filosa at the October 13, 2012 meeting of NESACS (picture).
The Phyllis A. Brauner Book Award
The committee on Education administers the Phyllis A. Brauner Book Award. The award was
presented at the Education Night Awards on May 10, 2012. Allen Shih of Harvard University
was the recipient; his advisor was David Liu.
The Arno Heyn Memorial Book Prize
Long time Nucleus business manager, Karen Piper, was the 2012 recipient of the Arno Heyn
Memorial Book Prize (picture). The prize is awarded annually to a person who has made
substantial contributions to the publications of the Northeastern Section of the American
Chemical Society. The prize honors the memory of Arno Heyn, editor of the Nucleus from 19862003.
Recognition of Service to ACS
The 50, 60 and 70 year members of the American Chemical Society were honored at the October
13, 2012 meeting of NESACS. Madeleine Jacobs, Executive Director and CEO of ACS, attended
the meeting and assisted in presenting the certificate s and plaque. Vivian K. Walworth received
special recognition as a 70 year member of ACS (pictures).
New topic: Canvassing for Nominees for NESACS Awards
Dialogue concerning increasing the number of nominees for NESACS awards by exploring
current practices and recommending new ones for canvassing has been initiated; Esselen,
Richards and Norris awards as well as ACS Fellows nominations are included (see table below).
The plan was to bring this topic to the long-range planning meeting in June and back to the
Board in the fall of 2012 for action, if necessary. At its September 13, 2012 meeting the Board
gave approval for the Esselen committee to implement a canvassing committee. The Esselen
Committee is implementing this plan.

Awards
Canvassing Potential
Gustavus John Esselen
James Flack Norris
Theodore William
Richards
Theodore William
Richards Award for
Excellence in Teaching
Secondary School
Chemistry
Not considered for
canvassing*
Lyman Newell Grants
Philip L. Levins Memorial
Prize
Arno Heyn Memorial
Book Prize
Henry A. Hill Award
Phyllis A. Brauner Book
Award

National vs.
NESACS

2012 Deadline for
applications

Month presented

National
nominees
National
nominees
National
nominees
NESACS
geographical area

October 15, 2012

April

April 15, 2012

November

November 1 (every two
years)
April 15, 2012

March (every two
years)
May

National
nominees
NESACS
geographical area
NESACS
member
NESACS
member
Student within
NESACS area

Approx June 25

Summer

March 1

May
November

July/August

October
May

* Call for nominees in Nucleus in some cases
References for Report: 2012 Edition of the Nucleus, NESACS website, Award Committee
monthly written reports to the NESACS Board.

Award Committee 2012 Report Pictures from the Nucleus or NESACS website
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Special Committee Report
Boston Area Group for Modeling and Informatics
(www.BAGIM.org)
2012 Summary Report to NESACS
Prepared by Kenneth Mattes
15 January 2013

Officiers
President:
VP and Program Chair:
Treasurer
Communications

Andrew Good
J. Christian Baber
Kenneth Mattes
Omar Stadella

Advisory council
Lee Herman
Richard Dixon
Ryszard Czerminski

2012 Activity Summary
Fund Raising for 2012
Andrew successfully, through a letter campaign, raised $1500 from three companies. BAGIM
was supported by a ACS Division of Computers in Chemistry grant of up to $500 on joint
CompTogether-BAGIM meetings.
Meetings in 2012
A total of 4 meeting were held (Jan, April, June and Oct) at three different venues.
Attendance averaged ca. 15.
Details can be found in Appendix 1.

APPENDIX 1: Meeting Details
DATE:

January 19, 2012

VENUE:

Elephant Walk in Cambridge (free parking and meeting room)
(http://www.elephantwalk.com/cambridge/index.html )
2067 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140
617-492-6900

AGENDA: 5:30-6:30 Socializing (Cash bar)
6:30 – 7:30 Dinner (3 course, $30.00)
Cambridge_Prix_Fixe
_20111004.doc

)
7:30 - 7:45 Business meeting
7:45 – 8:30 Presentation and Q&A (open to the public)
8:30 – 9:00 Wrap-up and Departure
TITLE:
Family based scoring and docking constraints in eHiTS
SPEAKER(s):
Drs.%Zsolt%Zsoldos%and%Orr%Ravitz,%SimBioSys%Inc%(http://www.simbiosys.ca/)%
%

DATE:

April 26, 2012

VENUE:

Harvard Faculty Club
(http://www.hfc.harvard.edu/ )
Theatre Room
20 Quincy St. Cambridge, MA 02138
617 495 5758

AGENDA:

5:30-6:30 Socializing (Cash bar)
6:30 – 7:30 Dinner ($30.00, or $25.00 for students and post-docs)
CCG_HFC_menu_Spr
ing-Summer_2012.docx

7:30 - 7:45 Business meeting
7:45 – 8:30 Presentation and Q&A (open to the public)
8:30 – 9:00 Wrap-up and Departure
TITLE:
KNIME - Integrating Data, Tools and Science and Interfacing MOE and KNIME
SPEAKER(s):
Bernd Wiswede, KNIME.com AG, (http://www.knime.org/)
Alain%Deschenes,%Chemical%Computing%Group%(http://www.chemcomp.com/)

DATE:
VENUE:

June 21, 2012
The Chateau
(http://www.chateaurestaurant.com/waltham/waltham.asp )
195 School Street
Waltham, MA 02451
Phone: 781.894.3339
Fax: 781.894.5291

AGENDA: 5:30-6:30 Socializing (Cash bar)
6:30 – 7:30 Dinner ( $20.00) )
7:30 - 7:45 Business meeting
7:45 – 8:30 Presentation and Q&A (open to the public)
8:30 – 9:00 Wrap-up and Departure
TITLE:
The Semantic Web: Semantic interoperability for drug discovery

SPEAKER(s):
Tom%Plasterer,%AstraZeneca%R&D%Boston%

DATE:

October 25, 2012

VENUE:

Elephant Walk in Cambridge (free parking and meeting room)
(http://www.elephantwalk.com/cambridge/index.html )
2067 Massachusetts Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02140
617-492-6900

AGENDA: 5:30-6:30 Socializing (Cash bar)
6:30 – 7:30 Dinner (3 course, $30.00)
Cambridge Prix Fixe
20120711.pdf

7:30 - 7:45 Business meeting
7:45 – 8:30 Presentation and Q&A (open to the public)
8:30 – 9:00 Wrap-up and Departure
TITLE:
Text Mining for Drug Discovery

SPEAKER(s):
David Milward, Chief Technology Officer, Linguamatics (http://www.linguamatics.com/ )

BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS REPORT FOR 2012
Mary A. Mahaney, Chair

The responsibilities of the BOP comprise oversight and management of both The Nucleus and the NESACS website.
In addition, the Chair of the BOP serves as the Chair of the Arno Heyn Memorial Committee.
The Board of Publications (BOP) of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society (NESACS) for the
year 2013 comprised voting members, Mary Mahaney Chair; Vivian Walworth, Secretary; and Mindy Levine,
Website Coordinator, Jim Phillips, Audio Visual Coordinator. Non-voting BOP meeting participants included
Nucleus Editor Mike Filosa, Advertising Manager Vince Gale, Business Manager Karen Piper, and Webmaster Roy
Hagen. This year four new volunteers have joined the BOP: Kerra Fletcher, Kapeel Krishana, Daniel Neuman, and
Tom Norris.
During 2012, a very successful redesigned web site under the oversight of Mindy Levine was launched. Mike Filosa
efforts allowed us to keep out production costs in line, though we did experience a slight deficit.
Karen Piper was the 2012 recipient of the Arno Heyn Memorial Book Award. This award recognizes persons who
have made significant contributions to the publications of NESACS. Karen was invited to designate a book prize.
We obtained the chosen books, inserted commemorative bookplates, and made the presentation at the November
NESACS meeting.
Following are segments of this BOP report provided respectively by Nucleus Editor Mike Filosa and Website
coordinator, Mindy Levine.

The Nucleus Report for 2012
By Michael P. Filosa, Editor, 2005-2012
2012 was an excellent year for the Nucleus. We published our usual 10 issues totaling 184 pages. Advertising was
close to the amount budgeted for the year and expenses were in line with expectations. We did run a slight deficit as
a consequence of a $5K cut in the proposed budget by the budget committee. Although we published fewer pages
than the orginial budgeted amount, this did not save enough money to balance the budget. The Nucleus will be under
similar pressure to cut costs in 2013.
Editorially, this year was similar to past years although we have a need for more articles and reporting. We had four
excellent Summer Scholar Reports to publish early in the year by Shoshanna Bachman and David Haines of
Wellesly College; Matthew P. Mower and Craig K. Zercher of the University of New Hampshire; Allister F.
McGuire and E. Ceharles H. Sykes of Tufts University; and Ka H. Cheng and Kian L. Tan of Boston College.
Morton Z. Hoffman and James Phillips continued to be the main source of photographs for NESACS events
although there were other contributors.
Features editor, Morton Z. Hoffman continued to supply timely articles on his IUPAC, Education, and Senior
Chemist Committee activities. Specifically, Morton provided reports on meetings he attended in Rome, Paris and
Bangkok. Mindy Levine wrote a unique and special article published in the Summer Issue on the struggles of being
both a new assistant professor and the mother of two very young children.
We also had a number of significant contributions from the YCC. The highlights were two write-ups related to the
2012 YCC-JCF-GDCh Exchange. Nicholas Tito of Dartmouth College provided an article which expanded into an
opinion piece on the politicization of science and Emily Lewis of Tufts provided a wonderfully written and
illustrated report on the trip. Shanadeen Begay and Jacki O’Neil provided a detailed report on the NSYCC Career
Symposium. Jacki also submitted a book review on “Envisioning Information” by Edward Tufte which was
published in the March Issue.

We had many of the usual announcements and reports on NESACS activities such as Christine Jaworek-Lopes on
National Chemistry Week, Connections to Chemistry, the Henry Hill Award, the 8th Annual NESACS Golf
Tournament, the Richards Medal to Tobin Jay Marks and the Esselen Award to Bruce Ganem. Additionally, we
continued our relationship with James Weinberg of Dana-Farber Cancer Institute by publishing both the
announcement of the 16th Annual Andrew Weinberg Memorial Lecture at DFCI and the superb report written about
the 2012 lecture written by Carlos Rodriguez-Galindo, M.D. of DFCI and the Harvard Medical School. Myron
Simon continues to be the primary supplier of “Historical Notes” (AKA Obituaries) concerning recently departed
NESACS members to the Nucleus.
We lost Leopold May (1924-2012) during the year (see a remembrance in the October Issue) and are now missing
his Historical Events in Chemistry series which has been a staple of many issues over the last five years including
the majority of this year’s issues.
I was particularly pleased with the images used on the covers in 2012 beginning with the photo of Nobel Laureate,
Osamu Shimomura on the January cover and ending with a cover of four principals of the October Meeting: Special
Guest, ACS CEO, Madeleine Jacobs, Arthur Obermayer, Mukund Chorghade and Jack Driscoll. Another highlight
of that issue was the text Arthur Obermayer’s presentation about his small business creation and public advocacy
which was further enhanced with his description and photos of his relationship with Henry A. Hill.
In addition I want to acknowledge the contributions of the Public Relations Chair, Jack Driscoll and Jennifer
Maclachlan. I also greatly appreciate the contributions of my primary proofreaders: Vivian Walworth, Don Rickter,
Mindy Levine and Morton Z. Hoffman. I also want to acknowledge the support of the Board of Publications in the
continued success and preeminence of the Nucleus as a leading ACS Section newsletter. The BOP in 2012 was
represented by Vivian Walworth, Mary Mahaney, Mindy Levine and James Phillips.
I also want to acknowledge the ongoing contributions of Harvey Steiner of Art Related Technologies who works
closely with me to produce each issue of the Nucleus, Vince Gale and his company, MBO Associates which
arranges for all the advertising (approximately $40K in revenue per year) Karen Piper, the Nucleus business
manager and our printer, Turley Printing of Palmer, Massachusetts and their liaisons, Jacki Provost and Rebecca
Eddy.
All in all it was a very good year capped by your editor receiving the 2012 Henry A. Hill Award at the 2012 October
Meeting. However, as my report clearly demonstrates, producing the Nucleus is a team effort involving the
contributions of many people.
Finally, I also want to acknowledge the leadership of Ruth Tanner, chair for 2012, whose attention to detail and
follow through make made my job much easier.

Website Report for 2012
By Mindy Levine, Website coordinator
We successfully designed, tested, and implemented an entirely new website for NESACS. The website was designed
with significant input from all NESACS board members, and was designed and implemented by Roy Hagen, our
webmaster. The effort was overseen by BOP member Mindy Levine. Since the website was implemented, we have
received substantial positive feedback. We have a large number of ideas for further expanding our web presence,
including web podcasts, recording and uploading meeting presentations, and moving to an electronic-only Nucleus.
We continue to discuss these issues during our regular BOP meetings.

REPORT OF THE PHYLLIS A. BRAUNER MEMORIAL LECTURE COMMITTEE - 2012
Doris I. Lewis, Chair
Members of the Phyllis A. Brauner Memorial Lecture Committee in 2012 were:
Chris Jaworek-Lopez, David Sittenfeld, Bassam Shakhashiri, Susan Brauner , Catherine Brauner, and Doris I.
Lewis, chair
As agreed by the Northeastern Section and the ACS, the Phyllis A. Brauner Lecture is held in the
Northeastern Section’s territory in conjunction with National Chemistry Week and named in memory of Dr.
Brauner. As envisioned and established by Phyllis, and presented by the Northeastern Section since 1986, the
Lecture will be for the general public of all ages. The endowment goal is a $140,000 endowment fund with
income supporting the lectures.
The Phyllis A. Brauner Memorial Lecture Committee notes with sadness the passing of founding
member Steven Allen on April 13, 2012. Steve and his wife Inka Allen, long-time friends of Phylllis Brauner,
worked tirelessly in the many planning meetings that resulted in the Brauner Committee, some of which were
hosted at their Wayland home. For years they had a primary role in preparing the chemicals and materials that
were used in the annual Lectures, until the Museum of Science staff assumed those tasks.
We welcome to the Committee David Sittenfeld, program manager at the Boston Museum of Science,
who has had a major role in bringing the Brauner Lectures and associated activities to the Museum, and who
performed the 2012 Lectures when Dr. Shakhashiri was unable to do so as impending Superstorm Sandy forced
him to leave Boston Sunday morning. His extraordinary and well-received presentation performed at a
moment’s notice attracted full and enthusiastic audiences at both morning and afternoon events, even as the
impending storm drew closer and closer to Boston.
The Museum of Science hosted The Brauner Lecture and associated activities, an especially appropriate
site since Phyllis Brauner was active in promoting joint activities with NESACS and the Museum of Science.
The Northeastern Section web site www.nesacs.org features the National Chemistry Week activities,
summarized here:
NCW theme for 2012was Nanotechnology – The Smallest Big Idea in Science. In preparation for National Chemistry
Week 2012, a volunteer preparation day was held at Museum of Science-Boston (MoS-Boston) on Sunday, September
30, 2012. More than 30 volunteers attended this event and had the opportunity to practice the hands-on activities and
demonstrations related to nanotechnology in advance of the October celebration. Activities included making gummy
capsules, learning about the color of butterfly wings, testing fabrics and sand for hydrophobicity, and exploring the
science of sunscreens.

National Chemistry Week participants at the Museum of Science - Boston engulfed by a giant
model of a carbon nanotube.
On Saturday, October 27, 2012, the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society (NESACS) sponsored a
National Chemistry Week event at the Boston Children’s Museum (BCM). Approximately 600 of the 1000+ visitors to
the BCM participated in the hands-on activities. On Sunday, October 28, 2012, a second NCW event was held at the
MoS-Boston. Even though Hurricane Sandy was approaching, more than 400 individuals participated in the hands-on
activities and demonstrations held in the well of the museum that afternoon. A particular favorite for visitors was
building a life-sized carbon nanotube from balloons. A photograph of this giant tube was featured in the December 17,
2012 issue of Chemical & Engineering News. Among the highlights of the day were the two Phyllis A. Brauner
Memorial Lectures, presented by David Sittenfeld, a 2011Salute to Excellence Award recipient. David filled in for Dr.
Bassam Shakhashiri, ACS President and Professor of Chemistry at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. These
captivating lectures were enjoyed by approximately 200 individuals.
The High School Science Series, originally scheduled for Tuesday, October 30, 2012 was postponed and rescheduled
as numerous schools remained closed in the aftermath of the hurricane. Approximately 200 students attended the
rescheduled High School Science Series event at the MoS-Boston on November 20, 2012. These students participated
in a number of hands-on activities and demonstrations related to the yearly theme and heard lecture demonstrations
given by David Sittenfeld and Karine Thate. Students from Fenway High School served as facilitators for a number of
the hands-on activities.
Special thanks to the Boston Children’s Museum, Alissa Daniels, Emily Flaherty, Lucy Green, Sharon Horrigan,
Museum of Science-Boston, Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society, David Sittenfeld, Dr. Bassam
Shakhashiri, Karine Thate, and the Phyllis A. Brauner Memorial Lecture Committee.

David Sittenfeld of the Museum of Science Boston doing his best impersonation of Bassam
Shakhashiri presenting his annual chemical magic show. Photo by Doris Lewis
The events would not have been possible without the help of over 100 volunteers. Individuals participated from the

following organizations: Alfa Aesar, Beyond Benign, Boston University, Emmanuel College, Global Prior Art,
Gordon College, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Merck-Boston, Nantero, Inc., NESACS, Northeastern
University, Salem State, Soane Labs, Stonehill College, Suffolk University, Tufts University, University of
Massachusetts-Boston and Weymouth High School.

Subcommittees met throughout the year to organize experiment preps, to organize volunteer activities,
and to coordinate activities with the Museum of Science. Activities for the day were led by over forty
undergraduate volunteers from local colleges along with other Northeastern Section , and are described in the
National Chemistry Week report by Chair Chris Jaworek-Lopez.. Dave Sittenfield of the Museum prepared the
reagents and technical arrangements for the Lecture. Volunteers at the event included Brauner Committee
members Doris Lewis, Susan Brauner, Cathy Brauner, and Cathy’s daughters Hyacinth and Katherine.
This year once more a long-time objective of the Brauner Lecture Committee and the National Chemistry Week
Committee was realized, as the National Chemistry Week activities included a High School Science Series at
the Museum of Science. Due to the storm, The Monday event was postponed until Tuesday, Octobe 30, 2012.
NCW mentors including Brauner Committee members Chris Jaworek-Lopes and Doris Lewis assisted Fenway
High School sophomores in presenting nanotechnology activities.
Once again this year our designated lecturer was Brauner Committee member Bassam Shakhashiri. We
were delighted to learn this year of Bassam’s election as President of the American Chemical Society, and
regret that Superstorm Sandy prevented him from performing the Lectures.
Susan Brauner arranged radio advertising on WBUR in conjunction with the NPR Science Friday show.
The proposed bylaw amendments to the NESACS constitution incorporating the Brauner Committee
into the constitution and submitted in November 2006 have yet to be reviewed by the national ACS C & B
Committee.
On 12/31/12 the Brauner Memorial Lecture account contained cash and investments totaling
$42,158.48. The Brauner share of the Consolidated Account was $38,266.80, so the total value is $80,425.28.
During the year, $3000 was transferred to the Section operating account to reimburse 2011 expenses ($2000
honorarium plus $1000 toward travel). On 12/31 there was $7,050.16 in cash in the account. A check for
$928.70 for Bassam's 2012 travel was outstanding on 12/31. That will leave 6,121.46 available for 2013
expenses, and in addition, $4888.54 of the investment balance is designated income that could be used. Since
Dr. Shakhashiri was unable to perform the Lecture as planned, the customary honorarium of $2000 may be used
in recognition of David Sittenfeld’s extraordinary performance at both Sunday lecture events. We are indebted
to James Piper, NESACS treasurer, for supervision and reporting of these accounts.
Respectfully submitted,
Doris I. Lewis, chair

This year has seen the members of the Northeastern Section involved in an array of programs,
activities, and projects. In addition, several members as well as student chapters of the Section
received grants, awards, and recognition for their activities.
Monthly meetings featured outstanding speakers on current topics. Our on-going yearly activities are
principally driven by the Section’s twenty-seven active committees. Significant accomplishments were
made in the areas of chemical education, National Chemistry Week, government relations,
constitution and bylaws revision, public outreach, public relations, publications, long range planning,
preservation of our archives, professional relations and career services, the YCC, the German
Exchange program, and award nomination procedures.
Our expanded activities in public relations and public outreach, including public social media, have
given the Section greater visibility. National Chemistry Week events were held at many locations
throughout the Section, including an extensive National Chemistry Week program sponsored by the
Section at the Museum of Science and at the Children’s Museum in Boston, MA, which saw over
1000 participants. The Long Range Planning meeting focused on five issues: a task force on STEM
education, creating endowments for select programs as funding initiatives, engaging new members,
succession planning for committee chairs and officers, and consideration for establishing North and
Southeast MA subsections. Preservation of the archives of the Section’s records and materials dating
back to a hand-written journal from 1898 has become a major focus with considerations of storage and
digitization/electronic capture of the hardcopy materials. The Professional Affairs and Career Services
Committee presented programs on career guidance, the job market, personal assessment, market
trends, credentials, research, networking and entrepreneurship.
This year saw three of our members named as ACS Fellows. The ACS Committee on Education
selected four student chapters within our Section for recognition. Also, three chapters were recipients
of the Green Chemistry Award, and one chapter received funding for its Community Interactions
Grant proposal. The YCC received an Innovative Project Grant for a Career Symposium. Two of our
graduate students from Dartmouth College were selected to attend the ACS International-Domestic
Student Summit (IDSS) 2012. Several NESACS members have been tapped by ACS President-elect
Dr. Marina Wu to participate in a “piloting” task force she titled “Vision 2025: Helping ACS
Members Thrive in the Global Chemistry Enterprise” at the beginning of her electoral term.
At the beginning of 2012, the top three goals were the preservation of our archives, establishment of a
social media plan to better communicate with our members, and attract new members to be active and
involved in the programs and governance of the Section. Significant progress has been made on these
goals which have involved the combined efforts of our numerous committees. The challenge for the
Section is to continue to improve in these areas and to continue progress on the long range goals.
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!
Education!Committee!Members!!!!!
!
Marietta!Schwartz,!Chair!! !
Undergraduate!Programs!
Stephen!Lantos!!
!
!
High!School!Subcommittee!Chair!
Morton!Hoffman!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Professor!Emeritus!of!Chemistry,!Boston!University!!
Ruth!Tanner! !
!
!
University!of!Massachusetts!Lowell!
!
The!Education!Committee!supports!and!promotes!academic!program!activities!that!showcase!chemical!
education!and!young!chemists!at!both!the!high!school!and!college/university!levels.!Through!
announcements!at!the!monthly!meetings!of!the!Section,!in!The$Nucleus,!and!via!mailings!and!email,!
information!is!provided!to!the!membership!in!order!to!foster!a!greater!interest!in!chemical!education!
and!to!develop!a!responsible!professional!outlook!toward!chemistry!among!young!scientists.!!!
!
The!Chair!of!the!Education!Committee,!Marietta!Schwartz,!is!a!chemistry!faculty!member!at!the!
University!of!Massachusetts!Boston.!!The!Chair!of!the!High!School!Subcommittee,!Stephen!Lantos,!is!a!
chemistry!faculty!member!at!Brookline!(MA)!High!School.!!
!
James!Flack!Norris/Theodore!William!Richards!Undergraduate!Summer!Research!Scholarships.!!
(Edwin!Jahngen,!University!of!Massachusetts!Lowell,!Chair).!
!
The!Northeastern!Section!of!the!American!Chemical!Society!(NESACS)!established!the!James!Flack!
Norris!and!Theodore!William!Richards!Undergraduate!Summer!Scholarships!to!honor!the!memories!of!
Professors!Norris!and!Richards!by!promoting!research!interactions!between!undergraduate!students!
and!faculty.!Research!awards!of!$3500!were!given!for!the!summer!of!2012.!!The!student!stipend!is!
$3000!for!a!minimum!commitment!of!ten!weeks!of!fullTtime!research!work.!!The!remaining!$500!of!the!
award!goes!to!the!research!advisor!to!use!on!supplies,!travel,!and!other!items!relevant!to!the!student!
project.!
!
The!2012!scholarships!were!awarded!to:!
• Ka!(Dennis)!Cheng!(Advisor,!Kian!L.!Tan),!Boston!College!
• Allister!McGuire!(Advisor,!Charles!Sykes),!Tufts!University!
• Matthew!Mower!(Advisor,!Charles!K.!Zercher),!University!of!New!Hampshire!
• Shoshana!Bachman!(Advisor,!David!Haines),!Wellesley!College!
!
Award!winners!were!required!to!submit!a!report!of!their!summer!projects!by!November!2012!for!
publication!in!The$Nucleus.!!They!are!also!required!to!participate!in!the!Northeast!Student!Chemistry!
Research!Conference!(NSCRC)!in!May!2013.!
!

The!scholarships!were!publicized!through!The$Nucleus,$the!NESACS!Web!site,!and!mailings!of!
applications!and!descriptive!material!to!the!chairs!of!the!Departments!of!Chemistry,!Biochemistry,!and!
Chemical!Engineering!at!colleges!and!universities!in!the!Section.!!Applications!included!student!
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transcripts,!descriptions!of!the!proposed!research,!and!two!letters!of!recommendation.!The!awards!
enabled!the!students!to!spend!the!summer!of!2012!engaged!in!research!at!their!home!institutions.!!!
!
!
Eleventh!Undergraduate!Environmental!Research!Symposium.!!Cosponsored!by!the!Education!
Committee!of!the!Northeastern!Section!ACS!et!al.,!and!Coordinated!by!Edward!Brush!et!al!from!
Bridgewater!(MA)!State!College!(BSC).!!!
!

The!Education!Committee!of!NESACS!coTsponsors!the!yearly!New!England!Undergraduate!Symposium!
on!Sustainability!and!the!Environment!held!at!Bridgewater!State!College.!!!The!symposium!focuses!on!
undergraduate!and!graduate!research!projects,!with!a!special!emphasis!on!environmental!issues!of!
particular!concern!to!Southeastern!Massachusetts.!This!Symposium!provides!an!annual!forum!for!
discussion!of!environmental!research!conducted!by!undergraduate!students!in!the!New!England!
region,!and!has!opened!doors!to!potential!research!collaborations!among!the!participants.!
!
On!Saturday,!December!1,!2012,!the!11th!Annual!Undergraduate!Symposium!on!Sustainability!and!the!
Environment!was!held!in!the!new!Conant!Science!and!Math!Center!at!Bridgewater!State!University.!!
The!Symposium!ran!from!9:00!AM!to!2:30!PM!and!featured!37!poster!presentations!from!
undergraduate!researchers,!and!over!100!students,!faculty!and!guests!representing!public!and!private!
colleges!and!universities!in!New!England.!!The!Symposium!was!officially!opened!by!Dr.!Arthur!
Goldstein,!Dean!of!the!BSU!College!of!Science!and!Mathematics.!!Dr.!Goldstein!praised!the!students!for!
their!work!confronting!urgent!environmental!issues,!and!fashioning!acceptable!and!effective!solutions.!!
He!congratulated!the!students!on!their!sophisticated!and!intelligent!work,!and!also!expressed!his!
thanks!to!the!many!faculty!mentors!in!attendance!for!providing!guidance!and!support.!!!
!
The!theme!of!the!2012!Symposium!was,!“Human!and!Environmental!Health.”!!The!formal!program!
began!at!9:30!AM!with!a!presentation!by!Dr.!Joshua!Hamilton,!Ph.D.,!Senior!Scientist!and!Chief!
Academic!and!Scientific!Officer,!The!Josephine!Bay!Paul!Center!For!Comparative!Molecular!Biology!and!
Evolution,!The!Marine!Biological!Laboratory!T!Woods!Hole.!Dr.!Hamilton’s!talk!was!entitled!"Arsenic:!
Number!One!Environmental!Health!Threat"!(http://jbpc.mbl.edu/labsTjhamilton.html)!!!
!
The!poster!sessions!began!immediately!following!the!presentation,!running!from!10:45!–!2:15.!!
Attendees!were!treated!to!a!continental!breakfast,!a!deli!platter!for!lunch,!and!ice!cream!and!a!
“birthday!cake”!in!celebration!of!the!10th!anniversary!of!the!Environmental!Symposium!at!the!end!of!
the!poster!presentations.!!!
!
The!complete!program!with!all!presenters,!titles!and!abstracts!can!be!accessed!from!the!symposium!
web!page:!!http://www.bridgew.edu/Environmental/!
!
SPONSORS!
• Bridgewater!State!University!Office!of!Undergraduate!Research!
• Center!for!Sustainability!
• CONNECT!Southeastern!Massachusetts!
• Northeastern!Section!of!the!American!Chemical!Society!
!
!
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The!Northeast!Student!Chemistry!Research!Conference.!!Sponsored!by!the!Education!Committee!of!
the!Northeastern!Section!ACS!and!the!Younger!Chemists!Committee!of!the!Northeastern!Section!
!!!
This!year’s!event!was!sponsored!by!Northeastern!University!and!was!a!resounding!success.!The!event!
took!place!on!April!28,!2012!at!Northeastern!University’s!Curry!Student!Center!and!Hurtig!Hall.!!There!
were!>70!abstracts!submitted,!10!of!which!were!chosen!for!oral!presentations,!and!>100!registrants.!!
Sponsorship!was!provided!from!Northeastern!University,!Strem!Chemicals,!The!Conditas!Group!and!the!
Graduate!Women!in!Sciences!Boston!Chapter.!
!
There!were!six!sponsored!presentations!prizes!awarded!at!the!NSCRC.!The!winning!presentations!are!
listed!below.!
!
Oral!Presentation!Awards!!
Outstanding!Oral!Presentation!Award!(sponsored!by!Strem!Chemicals):!!
!!
Nicholas!DeLateur!T!Northeastern$University!
"Investigating!Single!Layer!Versus!MultiTLayer!Active!Sites!with!Alkaline!Phosphatase"!
!!
Excellent!Oral!Presentation!Award!(sponsored!by!The!Conditas!Group):!!
Chris!Theile!T!Boston$College!
"Synthesis!of!Ring!Expanded!CycloTdeoxyuridine!and!Deoxyadenosine"!
!
Poster!Presentation!Awards!!
Excellent!Poster!Presentation!by!a!Graduate!Student!Award!(sponsored!by!Strem!Chemicals):!!
Colin!J.!Murphy,!Tufts$University!
"Elucidating!the!rotation!of!a!single!surface!bound!molecule!with!a!view!of!developing!a!
synthetic!molecular!motor"!
!
Excellent!Poster!Presentation!by!an!Undergraduate!Student!Award!(sponsored!by!The!Conditas!Group):!!
Shoshana!Bachman,!Wellesley$College!
"Stereospecific!electrophilic!addition!of!amidoaldehydes!to!oxazoles!using!Lewis!acid!catalysts"!
!
Graduate!Women!in!Science!Award!(sponsored!by!GWC,!Alpha!Omega!Chapter)!
Excellent!Poster!Presentation!by!a!Female!Presenter:!!
Anna!Levina,!MIT!
"PalladiumTCatalyzed!βTHydride!Elimination!Reactions!of!Alkyl!Bromides!and!Tosylates!Leading!
to!Terminal!Alkenes"!
!
Phyllis!A.!Brauner!Memorial!Book!Award!!!!
Allen!Shih!–!Harvard$University!
“Supercharged!Protein!as!a!Vehicle!for!Therapeutic!Protein!Delivery“!
!
!
*Dr.!Phyllis!Brauner!received!a!PhD!in!Analytical!Chemistry!from!Boston!University!and!was!a!
Distinguished!Alumnae.!!She!was!a!faculty!member!at!Simmons!College!for!34!years!while!at!the!same!
time!making!significant!contributions!to!NESACS!thru!the!many!committees!she!served!on,!including!
serving!as!the!Chair!of!the!Board!of!Directors.!!She!had!a!fascination!with!nature!and!had!a!passion!to!
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pass!on!that!fascination!thru!chemistry!to!young!people.!!She!inspired!her!students!to!love!chemistry!
and!to!recognize!their!special!role!as!chemists!in!society.!
!
Grants!Min!MAid!to!Undergraduates!!
!
The!Education!Committee!awarded!GrantsTinTAid!of!$350!to!four!undergraduates!from!colleges!and!
universities!within!the!Northeastern!Section!to!enable!the!students!to!attend!the!ACS!National!
Meeting!in!New!Orleans,!Louisiana,!to!present!a!paper!at!the!Undergraduate!Research!Poster!Session!
in!the!Division!of!Chemical!Education.!!Matching!funds!have!been!committed!by!the!institution!to!
support!the!student’s!travel.!The!recipient!is!also!required!to!participate!in!the!Northeast!Student!
Chemistry!Research!Conference!(NSCRC)!in!April/May!2013.!
!
The!awardees,!research!supervisors,!and!the!titles!of!the!papers!are!as!follows:!
!
• Lauren!Gagnon,!Emmanuel!College!(Prof.!Faina!Ryvkin),!Size$Controlled$Synthesis$of$Quantum$
Dots$for$Biological$and$Chemical$Detection.!
• Stephanie!Murray,!Stonehill!College!(Prof.!Leon!Tilley),!Improved$Preparation$of$4EacetylamineE
2,2,6,6EtetramethylpiperidineE1Eoxoammonium$tetrafluoroborate$and$Exploration$of$Use$for$
Dehydrogenation$of$Ketones.!
• Casey!Brodsky,!Boston!College!(Prof.!Frank!Tsung),!Pd@Rh$CoreEShell$Nanostructures$for$
Electrochemical$Energy$Storage.!
• Bria!Pelletier,!Gordon!College!(Prof.!Joel!Boyd),!The$Determination$of$the$Optimal$Crosslink$
Density$for$the$Durability$of$AcrylicETitania$Composite$Photocatalytic$Support$Materials.!
!
Applications!for!the!travel!stipend!are!accepted!from!students!majoring!in!chemistry,!biochemistry,!
chemical!engineering,!or!molecular!biology!who!are!in!good!standing!with!at!least!junior!status,!and!
are!currently!engaged!in!undergraduate!research.!!Abstracts!for!the!Undergraduate!Research!Poster!
Session!were!required!to!be!submitted!by!electronic!transmission!to!the!ACS!National!Headquarters!by!
October!15,!2012!(11:59!pm!EST).!
!
Connections!To!Chemistry!(Marietta!Schwartz,!Chair)!
!
Program!Conference!Committee!
• Marietta!Schwartz,!Chair,!Education!Committee,!NESACS;!University!of!Massachusetts!Boston!
• Ruth!Tanner,!Program!Chair,!NESACS;!University!of!Massachusetts!Lowell!
• Mort!Hoffman,!Board!of!Directors,!NESACS;!Professor!Emeritus,!Boston!University!!
!
Planning!and!Program!Associates!
• Christine!JaworekTLopes,!Chair,!National!Chemistry!Week,!NESACS;!Emmanuel!College!
• Peter!Nassiff,!Head,!Science!Division,!Burlington!High!School!
!
Material!Assistance!
• Anna!Singer,!Secretary,!NESACS!
• Robin!Giroux,!Assistant!Managing!Editor,!C&E!News,!for!Chemical$&$Engineering$News!
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•

Marjorie!Rawle!Jones,!Manager,!Printing!&!Distribution,!ACS!Publications,!for!Journal$of$
Chemical$Education!
• Krystal!Cannon,!ACS!Office!of!Society!Services,!for!ChemMatters!
• Staff!at!Burlington!High!School!
!
Publicity!Support!
• New!England!Association!of!Chemistry!Teachers!(NEACT)!
• Northeastern!Section!of!the!American!Chemical!Society!(NESACS)!
• The!Nucleus!(NESACS)!
!
On!Thursday,!October!18th,!2012,!NESACS!sponsored!Connections)to)Chemistry,!a!unique!program!to!
connect!high!school!chemistry!teachers!to!the!educational!resources!of!the!ACS!and!to!the!members!of!
the!Northeastern!Section.!This!is!the!thirteenth!year!for!the!program.!Hosted!by!Burlington!High!School!
(Burlington,!MA),!the!program!drew!over!50!teachers!from!high!schools!across!New!England.!
!
The!participants!were!welcomed!by!Marietta!Schwartz,!Connections!Program!Chair!and!Chair!of!the!
NESACS!Education!Committee,!and!by!Peter!Nassiff,!Head!of!the!Science!Department!at!Burlington!
High!School.!!
!
Each!registrant!participated!in!two!of!four!different!workshops!which!included!presentations!on!“Using!
a!Smartpen!in!Your!Classroom:!Inexpensive!Technology!with!Positive!Impact!on!Student!Learning”!
(given!by!Mr.!Alan!Crosby,!Newton!South!High!School),!a!National!Chemistry!Week!themed!workshop!
on!“Nano!in!the!Museum:!Opportunities!and!Resources!for!Chemistry!Educators”!(presented!by!David!
Sittenfeld!and!Karine!Thate!of!the!Boston!Museum!of!Science),!another!National!Chemistry!Week!
themed!workshop!on!“There's!Plenty!of!Room!at!the!Bottom:!Nanotechnology”!(offered!by!Dr.!Frank!
Tsung!and!students,!Boston!College)!and!a!workshop!on!“Chemagination!”!(given!by!Dr.!Randy!
Weitraub!and!Dr.!Barbara!Ameer).!Over!50!registrants!attended.!
!
Following!the!workshops!and!dinner!(highlighted!by!the!traditional!baked!apples!with!caramel!sauce),!
the!keynote!address!was!given!by!Dr.!Robert!Langer,!Department!of!Chemical!Engineering,!MIT.!His!
talk,!entitled!“Biomaterials!and!biotechnology:!!From!the!discovery!of!the!first!angiogenesis!inhibitors!
to!the!development!of!controlled!drug!delivery!systems!and!the!foundation!of!tissue!engineering”!gave!
an!overview!of!his!work!in!chemical!engineering!as!applied!to!medical!problems,!including!
biodegradable!polymers!and!tissue!engineering.!His!address!was!followed!by!the!traditional!raffle!of!
American!Chemical!Society!items.!!
!
To!conclude!the!program,!participants!were!given!a!certificate!awarding!professional!development!
credits!and!a!year’s!subscription!to!ChemMatters,!an!award–winning!magazine!for!high!school!
chemistry,!published!by!the!ACS.!Participants!also!received!copies!of!the!Journal$of$Chemical$Education,!
Chemical$&$Engineering$News,!and!The$Nucleus.!
!
!
!
ACS!SCHOLARS!PROGRAM!
!
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This!is!the!twelfth!year!for!the!involvement!of!the!NESACS!in!the!ACS!Scholars!Program.!!NESACS!
directly!sponsors!one!ACS!Scholar:!Elsy!Naveo!(Suffolk!University).!In!the!2012T2013!academic!year,!18!
Scholars!were/are!studying!within!NESACS:!
!
!
First!Name!
Last!Name!
College!
Melanie!
Adams!
Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology!
Babajide!
Akinronbi!
Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology!
Jenifer!
Brown!
Harvard!University!
Kevin!
Erazo!
Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology!
Kayla!
Harris!
Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology!
Ayolah!
Ibezim!
Boston!University!
Courtney!
Johnson!
Northeastern!University!
Alejandro!
Krauskopf!
Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology!
Aisha!
Lee!
Harvard!University!
Manuel!
Morone!
Harvard!University!
Alyssa!
Napier!
Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology!
Elsy!
Naveo!
Suffolk!University!
Michele!
Pacheco!
Northeastern!University!
Jacqueline!
Salas!
Regis!College!
Paul!
Schwein!
Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology!
Jacqueline!
Thompson!
Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology!
Chika!
Ugboh!
Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology!
Arica!
Wyche!
Massachusetts!Institute!of!Technology!
!
In!continuing!efforts!to!build!connections!with!the!ACS!Scholars!in!the!NESACS!area,!all!of!these!
Scholars!are!contacted!by!eTmail!monthly!from!September!to!May,!and!informed!of!NESACS!activities!
of!interest!to!undergraduates.!!In!particular,!they!were!invited!to!attend!the!monthly!meetings!of!the!
Section,!and!to!be!its!guests!at!the!social!hours!and!dinners!that!preceded!the!invited!speakers.!!The!
additional!advantages!are!for!the!Scholars!to!meet!each!other!and!to!encourage!them!to!think!about!
ways!for!the!Section!to!help!them!achieve!their!academic!and!career!goals.!They!also!were!put!on!the!
mailing!list!to!receive!The$Nucleus.!!!
!
National!Recognition!for!NESACS!Student!Chapters!!
!
The!ACS!Committee!on!Education!has!selected!the!following!student!chapters!in!the!Northeastern!
Section!to!receive!special!recognition!for!the!programs!and!activities!described!in!their!2011T2012!
reports:!
!
Outstanding$
• Gordon!College,!Wenham,!MA;!Benjamin!Stewart!and!Bria!Pelletier,!chapter!coTpresidents;!
Prof.!Joel!Boyd,!faculty!advisor.!
• Northeastern!University,!Boston,!MA;!Christine!Dunne!and!Elise!Miner,!chapter!coTpresidents;!
Prof.!Kathleen!Cameron,!faculty!advisor.!
!
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Commendable$Recognition$
• Suffolk!University,!Boston,!MA;!Stephanie!Laurer!and!Meaghan!Sebeika,!chapter!coTpresidents;!
Prof.!Doris!Lewis!and!Prof.!Andrew!Dutton,!faculty!advisors.!
!
Honorable$Mention$
• Stonehill!College,!North!Easton,!MA;!Katherine!O’Toole!and!Meghan!Harley,!chapter!coT
presidents;!Profs.!Cheryl!Schnitzer!and!Marilena!Hall,!faculty!advisors.!
!
Student!involvement!in!applying!green!chemistry!principles!and!practices!is!essential!to!the!integration!
of!environmentally!benign!technologies!in!academia!and!industry.!The!ACS!Green!Chemistry!Institute!
recognizes!ACS!student!chapters!that!have!engaged!in!at!least!three!green!chemistry!activities!during!
the!academic!year.!Listed!below!are!the!2011T2012!Green!Chemistry!Award!recipients!located!within!
the!Northeastern!Section.!
!
• Gordon!College,!Wenham,!MA!
• Northeastern!University,!Boston,!MA!
• Suffolk!University,!Boston,!MA!
!
All!chapters!receiving!special!recognition!will!be!honored!at!the!245th!ACS!National!Chemistry!Meeting!
in!New!Orleans,!LA,!on!Sunday,!April!7,!2013.!
!
For!the!2012T2013!academic!year,!the!ACS!Society!Committee!on!Education!has!selected!15!
Community!Interactions!Grant!proposals!to!receive!funding.!Listed!below!is!the!recipient!located!
within!the!Northeastern!Section.!
!
• Boston!College,!Chestnut!Hill,!MA;!Douglas!Brown,!student!project!director;!Prof.!Eranthie!
Weerapana,!faculty!advisor,!for!“Chemistry!in!Action”,!$272.85.!
!
(All!information!and!award!descriptions!from!“inChemistry”!magazine,!November/December!2012!
issue.)!
!
YCC/NESACS–JCF/GDCh!German!Exchange!(Michael!Strem,!Strem)Chemicals,)Chair,!Ruth!Tanner,!
Morton!Hoffman,!and!YCC!Members).!
!
During!the!week!of!March!17th,!2012,!ten!graduate!and!undergraduate!students!traveled!from!Boston,!
MA!to!Rostock,!Germany!for!the!10th!annual!YCCTNESACS/JCFTGDCh!Exchange!program.!!
!
After!a!long!journey!the!students!arrived!in!the!Hanseatic!city!of!Rostock,!Germany!for!the!14th!annual!
Frühjahrssymposium.!!After!registration!they!were!quickly!whisked!off!to!the!seaside!town!of!
Warnemünde,!followed!by!the!conference!reception.!Over!the!following!three!days,!eight!students!
presented!poster!presentations!and!two!gave!oral!presentations.!Our!very!own!Gowri!Chellappan!won!
a!third!place!poster!presentation!award.!!!Throughout!the!conference!students!were!immersed!in!a!
variety!of!scientific!talks!and!cultural!outings.!!These!activities!gave!them!the!opportunity!to!learn!more!
about!the!rich!history!of!Rostock!and!socialize!with!the!German!students.!!!Conference!organizers!set!
up!a!Rostock!city!tour!by!night!and!conference!party!to!ensure!that.!The!conference!ended!with!a!talk!
by!Professor!Albert!Koch!on!the!“15!years!of!JCF”!and!a!dinner,!ending!with!fireworks.!!
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!
Following!the!conference!students!were!treated!to!tours!of!the!University!of!Rostock!LeibnizTInstitüt!
fur!Katalyse.!!There!students!spoke!oneTonTone!with!other!graduate!students!and!toured!their!
laboratory!areas.!In!addition,!Professor!Flint!give!an!experimental!lecture!outlining!his!work!in!
developing!programs!for!teaching!chemistry!in!secondary!schools!that!entice!young!students!into!the!
STEM!fields.!!By!bus,!the!students!also!toured!Kraftwerk,!a!coal!powerplant,!and!Nordex,!a!wind!
turbine!factory.!!This!showcased!two!distinctly!different!energy!sources!available!in!Germany.!!
!
On!the!final!day!of!the!German!exchange!trip,!students!toured!a!shipbuilding!museum!and!explored!
the!Rostock!Easter!market.!!The!farewell!dinner!was!held!at!Amberg13,!where!members!of!the!GDCh,!
JCF,!and!University!of!Rostock!sat!down!for!a!final!meal!together.!!Both!sides!shared!their!appreciation!
for!the!exchange!and!each!other.!Of!particular!note!were!the!efforts!of!Elisabeth!Kapatsina!of!the!
GDCh.!
!
Each!student!that!participated!in!the!exchange!kept!a!journal!of!their!experience,!two!of!which!were!
published!in!the!Nucleus.!In!addition,!many!of!the!students!keep!in!touch!with!their!German!hosts!via!
email!and!social!networking!outlets.!!!
!
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++!
!

High*School*Subcommittee*
Stephen'Lantos,'Committee'Chair'

!
!

!

!

Avery!A.!Ashdown!High!School!Chemistry!Examination!Contest!(Committee:!Steve!Lantos,!Chair;!
Peter!Nassiff!
!
The!High!School!Committee!continues!to!oversee!the!two!competitive!chemistry!examinations!offered!
to!section!secondary!students:!The!Avery!Ashdown!Exam!(42nd!year)!and!the!United!States!National!
Chemistry!Olympiad!(USNCO,!28th!year).!Last!year!for!the!Ashdown!Exam!we!had!a!total!of!156!
students!register!and!142!student!participate!from!32!area!schools!at!Simmons!College!the!first!
Saturday!in!April,!2012.!This!was!again!a!record!number!of!participants!in!the!past!decade,!with!a!
significant!increase!in!the!numbers!attending!from!NH!schools!(public!and!private).!We!hope!this!
number!continues!to!increase!!
!
The!first!place!winner!received!the!Simmons!College!Award!of!$500!from!the!Chemistry!Department!at!
Simmons!College!(MA).!!This!award!was!presented!by!a!representative!of!their!Chemistry!Department,!
Dr.!Michael!Berger.!!For!the!additional!awards,!$250!is!given!for!the!second!place,!$100!for!the!third!
place,!$75!for!the!fourth!place,!and!$50!for!the!fifth!place.!!In!the!event!of!ties,!these!amounts!are!
divided!among!the!tied!scorers.!
!
United!States!National!Chemistry!Olympiad!Team!(Section!Coordinator:!Steve!Lantos)!!!!
!
For!the!USNCO,!the!ACS!offered!the!Northeastern!Section!25!seats!for!this!annual!nation!exam.!We!
had!25!students!participate!ranging!from!ages!11T18.!Unfortunately,!we!did!not!have!a!student!this!
year!selected!to!attend!the!twoTweek!study!camp!in!Colorado!Springs!to!prepare!for!the!International!
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Chemistry!Olympiad!(IChO),!but!hope!for!representation!from!NESACS!at!this!level!of!competition!this!
upcoming!year.!We!look!forward!to!this!year's!strong!participation!and!competition!in!the!high!school!
chemistry!examinations!!
!
!Lyman!C.!Newell!Grants!(In!conjunction!with!the!New!England!Association!of!Chemistry!Teachers)!
!
The!Lyman!C.!Newell!Grants!provide!financial!assistance!to!high!school!teachers!in!the!geographical!
area!of!the!Northeastern!Section!of!the!ACS!to!subsidize!the!cost!of!attending!the!annual!summer!
conference!sponsored!by!New!England!Association!of!Chemistry!Teachers!(NEACT).!!!The!grants!are!
administered!by!the!Newell!Grants!Committee.!!The!Committee!administers!the!grant!process!starting!
with!the!publicity!to!the!awarding!of!the!grants.!!The!Committee!coordinates!its!activities!with!the!
Chair!of!the!Education!Committee!and!in!consultation!with!the!President!of!NEACT.!
!
One!applicant!was!selected!to!receive!a!Newell!Grant:!Rick!Linden!!of!RHAM!High!School!(Regional!
Hebron,!Andover,!and!Marlborough)!!regional!high!school!in!Hebron!,!CT.!
!
The!Lyman!C.!Newell!Grants!commemorate!a!former!chair!of!the!Northeastern!Section!who!was!a!
distinguished!chemist,!teacher,!and!historian!of!chemistry.!!For!many!years!he!was!chair!of!the!
Chemistry!Department!at!Boston!University.!!Lyman!Newell!served!as!the!first!president!of!NEACT!from!
1889!to!1900!and!expressed!a!continuing!interest!in!training!chemistry!students!throughout!his!long!
career.!!His!efforts!are!celebrated!by!the!grants!that!bear!his!name.!
!
Aula!Laudis!Society:!!Harvey!Gendreau,!Committee!Chair!
!
The!Aula!Laudis!Society!recognizes!outstanding!High!School!Chemistry!Teachers!from!within!the!
Section.!!The!teachers!who!were!chosen!to!be!honored!by!the!Society!are:!
!
Jeff!Bigler!
!
!
Lynn!English!High!School!
Betty!Iannuccilli!
!
Andover!High!School!
Parul!Kumar! !
!
Lexington!High!School!
Ann!Lambert! !
!
King!Phillip!High!School!
!
Theodore!William!Richards!Award!(Steve!Lantos,!Chair!with!NESACS!Awards!Committee)!
!
The!Theodore!William!Richards!Award!for!Excellence!in!Teaching!Secondary!School!Chemistry!is!
intended!to!honor!a!teacher!in!the!Northeastern!Section!who,!through!innovation!and!dedication,!has!
inspired!potential!chemists,!has!communicated!chemistry!to!nonTchemists,!or!has!influenced!other!
teachers!of!chemistry.!The!selected!teacher!is!officially!honored!at!the!section’s!May!meeting!
(“Education!Night”)!and!receives!both!a!$1,500!prize!and!a!Certificate!of!Recognition.!
!
Ann!Wolf!
!
!!!!!!! Plymouth!South!High!School!
Kathleen!Markiewicz! !!!!!!! Boston!Latin!School!
!
Anyone,!including!a!prospective!awardee,!may!make!a!nomination.!Colleagues,!department!heads,!
principals,!students,!and!former!students!are!urged!to!consider!the!criteria!upon!which!the!Section!will!
base!its!selection!and!to!submit!the!name!of!a!deserving!individual.!The!criteria!for!excellence!
9

correspond!broadly!to!the!effectiveness!with!which!the!teacher!conveys!the!principles!of!chemistry!to!
students!and!to!the!influence!that!the!teacher!has!had!on!students!and!on!other!teachers.!!
!
This!award!is!typically!given!annually!to!an!outstanding!teacher!in!the!section!who!has!shown!lifelong!
dedication!to!the!craft!of!chemistry!education!and!has!been!an!active!contributor!to!the!Section.!!
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION AND
BYLAWS - 2012
Catherine E. Costello, Chair

The committee was composed of the following members:
Catherine Costello, Chair
Esther Hopkins
Doris Lewis
Michael Filosa
Michael Singer
The Constitution and Bylaws of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society are
undergoing significant updating to incorporate changes recommended at the national level, e.g., to
allow online voting, and to allow for the inclusion of recent decisions by the Board of Directors
regarding the introduction of new awards presented by the Section that perpetuate the memory of
former chairs and the formation of subgroups. Additional matters under consideration are a C&B
modification that would recognize the expansion of the role of the Publications Committee to include
electronic media. Drafts of the changes were presented to the Board of the Northeastern Section, and
to a former member of the ACS national C&B Committee, Dr. Carolyn Kendrow, for their
comments. In addition to the comments of Committee members and Dr. Kendrow, a particularly
thorough review was provided by Dr. Robert Lichter and important suggestions were made by Dr.
Pamela Mabrouk. The revisions will shortly be sent to the ACS national C&B for review before a
vote by section members is scheduled. Among her other suggestions, Dr. Kendrow pointed out that
most, if not all, ACS sections have a set of Bylaws but not a separate Constitution. We are requesting
advise on this issue and will revise our current C&B accordingly.

Catherine E. Costello, Ph.D.
Chair, NESACS C&B Committee

Contact person: Prof. Catherine E. Costello
Center for Biomedical Mass Spectrometry
Boston University School of Medicine
670 Albany Street, Rm 511
Boston, MA 02118-2646

phone: 617-638-6490
fax:
617-638-6491
e-mail: cecmsms@bu.edu

2012 Annual Report for the Esselen Award Committee
From: Anna W. Sromek, Chair for the 2013 Esselen Award
Date: 1/25/2013
In April 2012, the Esselen Award was presented to Dr. Bruce Ganem of Cornell University.
I was appointed the Chair of the Esselen Award Committee for 2013 in June, 2012. Prior to
accepting the position, there was a lot of discussion among the committee and NESACS board
members that the candidate pool in recent years has been rather small and poorly represented by
industry. Thus, I had two main objectives for the current award cycle: a) ensure a highly
competitive group of candidates; b) establish a canvassing committee for the Esselen award.
2013 Esselen Award
We received ten applications of highly qualified candidates for the 2013 award: eight
new applications and two resubmissions.
The team of Drs. Gelb and Turecek from the University of Washington have been
chosen for the 2013 Esselen Award.
The Esselen Award dinner is scheduled to take place on April 4, 2013. Social hour and
dinner will be at the Harvard Faculty Club and the lecture will be at the Pfizer Lecture
Hall in the Mallinkrodt building of the Harvard Chemistry Department.
Canvassing Committee
In recent years, there have been variable (and smaller) numbers of candidates getting
nominated for the Esselen Award. There have been very few nominees from industry,
and women and minorities have consistently been underrepresented. One way to rectify
these issues would be to have a canvassing committee identify a well-rounded group of
candidates to ensure a truly competitive election. I drew an outline for establishing a
canvassing committee (see next page):
Different people have been suggested by NESACS members as well as past and present
Esselen ward committee members. These include: Drs. Magid Abou-Gharbia,
Christopher Welch, Pat Confalone, John C. Amedio, Ralph Scannell, Paul Anderson,
Dudley Hirshbach, Thomas Tritton, Anne M. Gaffney, Joseph S. Francisco, Geraldine
Richmond, Luis Echegoyen, Laura Kiessling, Teri Quinn-Gray, and Rigoberto
Hernandez. To date, Dr. Ralph Scannell has confirmed his willingness to participate on
the canvassing committee.

Proposed Timeline for Establishing a Canvassing Committee for the Esselen Award
Canvassing Committee: 3-5 members
YES?

Name potential canvassing committee
members by the end of January

Potential canvassing committee members
Request 4 year term of service:

Suggest different
members

Disagree

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Magid Abou-Gharbia
Christopher Welch
Pat Confalone
John C. Amedio
Ralph Scannell
Paul Anderson
Dudley Hirshbach
Thomas Tritton

Agree?

Goal: Aim to diversify candidate pool
-Increase representation from industry
-Increase representation of traditionally
underrepresented groups (female and
minority candidates)
Yes

Correct any
deficiencies in
candidate pool by
end of October

NO

Goal: 3 nominees from Industry by end of March
Yes

NO

Goal: 3 nominees from academia by end of
September
Yes

Distribute nomination packages by end of
October

YCC/NESACS–JCF/GDCh.German.Exchange.(Michael.Strem,.Strem&Chemicals,&Chair,.
Ruth.Tanner,.Morton.Hoffman,.and.YCC.Members)..
!
During!the!week!of!March!17th,!2012,!ten!graduate!and!undergraduate!students!
traveled!from!Boston,!MA!to!Rostock,!Germany!for!the!10th!annual!YCCCNESACS/JCFC
GDCh!Exchange!program.!!
!
After!a!long!journey!the!students!arrived!in!the!Hanseatic!city!of!Rostock,!Germany!for!
the!14th!annual!Frühjahrssymposium.!!After!registration!they!were!quickly!whisked!off!
to!the!seaside!town!of!Warnemünde,!followed!by!the!conference!reception.!Over!the!
following!three!days,!eight!students!presented!poster!presentations!and!two!gave!oral!
presentations.!Our!very!own!Gowri!Chellappan!won!a!third!place!poster!presentation!
award.!!!Throughout!the!conference!students!were!immersed!in!a!variety!of!scientific!
talks!and!cultural!outings.!!These!activities!gave!them!the!opportunity!to!learn!more!
about!the!rich!history!of!Rostock!and!socialize!with!the!German!students.!!!Conference!
organizers!set!up!a!Rostock!city!tour!by!night!and!conference!party!to!ensure!that.!The!
conference!ended!with!a!talk!by!Professor!Albert!Koch!on!the!“15!years!of!JCF”!and!a!
dinner,!ending!with!fireworks.!!
!
Following!the!conference!students!were!treated!to!tours!of!the!University!of!Rostock!
LeibnizCInstitüt!fur!Katalyse.!!There!students!spoke!oneConCone!with!other!graduate!
students!and!toured!their!laboratory!areas.!In!addition,!Professor!Flint!give!an!
experimental!lecture!outlining!his!work!in!developing!programs!for!teaching!chemistry!
in!secondary!schools!that!entice!young!students!into!the!STEM!fields.!!By!bus,!the!
students!also!toured!Kraftwerk,!a!coal!powerplant,!and!Nordex,!a!wind!turbine!factory.!!
This!showcased!two!distinctly!different!energy!sources!available!in!Germany.!!
!
On!the!final!day!of!the!German!exchange!trip,!students!toured!a!shipbuilding!museum!
and!explored!the!Rostock!Easter!market.!!The!farewell!dinner!was!held!at!Amberg13,!
where!members!of!the!GDCh,!JCF,!and!University!of!Rostock!sat!down!for!a!final!meal!
together.!!Both!sides!shared!their!appreciation!for!the!exchange!and!each!other.!Of!
particular!note!were!the!efforts!of!Elisabeth!Kapatsina!of!the!GDCh.!
!
Each!student!that!participated!in!the!exchange!kept!a!journal!of!their!experience,!two!of!
which!were!published!in!the!Nucleus.!In!addition,!many!of!the!students!keep!in!touch!
with!their!German!hosts!via!email!and!social!networking!outlets.!!!

Annual Report NESACS Government Affairs Committee 2012
Members:((Mukund(Chorghade,(Jack(Driscoll,(Kerra(Fletcher,(Chris(Moreton,((Don(
Rickter,(Timothy(Rose,(Sonya(Strah?Pleynet,(Liming(Shao,(Michael(Singer,(Mike(
Strem,(Doris(Lewis((chair)(

Organizational meeting 2012:

Minutes(of(Government(Affairs(Committee(meeting,(May(11,(2012(at(Legal(Sea(Foods,(
Kendall:!
Present:!Mukund!Chorghade,!Doris!Lewis,!Kerra!Fletcher,!Chris!Moreton,!Mike!
Strem,!Sonja!Strah<Pleynet!
Agenda(item(1,(STEM(initiative:!Committee!members!shared!their!considerable!
expertise!on!STEM!activities.!Sonja!has!been!attending!the!Massachusetts!statewide!
and!local!STEM!meetings;!while!in!San!Diego!she!coordinated!a!number!of!
biotech/pharma!companies!on!STEM!workforce!development!projects!for!which!the!
section!won!an!ACS!award.!Mike!has!been!very!active!in!Newburyport!STEM!
activities;!Chris!has!been!making!contacts!with!the!Waltham!schools;!Kerra!
participated!in!a!science!fair!activity!in!Lexington.!Jack!Driscoll!could!not!attend!this!
meeting,!but!he!has!been!attending!STEM!meetings!on!the!Cape.!After!some!
discussion!it!was!decided!that!the!committee!wants!to!remain!active!in!STEM!
projects!and!wants!to!begin!a!NEACS!STEM!initiative.!We!will!request!a!NESACS!
STEM!Initiative!link!on!the!NESACS!website!to!publicize!upcoming!Massachusetts!
STEM!meetings!and!recruit!NESACS!attendees.!Sonja!will!be!contact!person!for!the!
STEM!Initiative;!all!committee!members!present!wanted!to!be!active!in!its!projects!
and!bring!in!other!NEACS!members!as!well.!Sonja!will!post!Mass!STEM!meeting!
dates!on!this!web!link!as!they!are!announced,!with!the!aim!of!having!a!NESACS!
delegation!attend.!After!becoming!familiar!with!existing!programs!and!
organizations,!the!next!order!of!business!will!be!to!identify!ways!that!NESACS!can!
best!contribute.!
Agenda(item(2:!October!11!small!business/innovation!afternoon!event!to!precede!
the!October!11!NESACS!monthly!meeting,!and!to!be!held!at!the!meeting!site,!Nova!
Biomedical!in!Waltham.!This!is!being!organized!by!Mukund,!in!collaboration!with!
Public!Relations!chair!Jack!Driscoll.!Kerra!will!assist!with!organization,!and!all!
committee!members!will!help!as!needed.!Mukund!will!draw!up!a!schedule!and!list!of!
presenters.!
Subsequent!meetings!this!year!will!consist!of!subcommittee!meetings!on!the!small!
business/innovation!symposium!and!the!STEM!activities,!as!well!as!the!monthly!
Board!meetings.!!
!

Co-sponsored activity: NESACS Small Chemical Business
Symposium October 11, 2012, at Nova Biomedical featuring
Madeline Jacobs and organized by committee members Mukund
Chorghade and Jack Driscoll. Evening attendance: 88.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Monthly Meeting
The 926th Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the American
Chemical Society
Small Chemical Business Symposium
Henry A. Hill Award
Presentation and Recognition of 50- and 60-Year Members
Thursday, October 11, 2012
Nova Biomedical Corp., 200 Prospect Street, Waltham, MA*
Small Chemical Business Symposium
Starting and Financing Small Chemical Businesses
Sponsors: NESACS, Small Chemical Businesses Division of the ACS
Organized by Mukund Chorghade and Jack Driscoll
Start at 12:00 with light lunch & Networking
Cost: $50.00 per person for workshop: for the Symposium & NESACS October evening meeting
with dinner $75.00. Pay by Paypal- http://acssymposium.com/paypal.html
Program 12.30-5:15 PM
12:30-12:45pm
12:45-1:15pm

1:15-1:45pm
1:45-2:15pm

“Opening remarks about Entrepreneurship”
Mukund Chorghade, President of Chorghade Enterprises, Inc. and Chief
Scientific and Technology Officer, THINQ Pharma
“Starting a Biomedical Company in the Nineteen Seventies: NOVA
Biomedical”
Dr. Jack Driscoll, a founder and Director of Nova, President, PID
Analyzers, LLC, PR Chair NESACS
“How to Prepare Your Small Business for Financing”
John Rainey, Regional Director, Mass Small Business Development
Center, Worcester, MA
“Conventional & SBA Financing of Small Businesses”
Beth Chea, VP, TD Bank, Andover, MA,

2:15-2:35pm

Break

2:35-2:50pm

“Educational Resources for Tech Entrepreneurs”
Dr. Peter Hirst, Executive Director of Executive Education, MIT Sloan
School of Management
“TiE Boston Provides Connections and Networking for Entrepreneurs “
Dr. Shankar Hegde, Founder and CEO, Yaana Consulting, The IndUS

2:50-3:05pm

3:05-3:45pm
3:45-4:15pm
4:15-4:20pm
4:20-5:15pm

5:15pm

Entrepreneurs
“Non-Dilutive (SBIR) or Dilutive Equity Funding for Startups..”Vinit
Nijhawan, Managing Director,Technology Development Office, Boston
University
“Utilizing Social Media to Market Technology Companies” Jennifer
McLachlan, PID Analyzers, LLC, PR Chair Small Chemical Business
Div. of the ACS & Joselin Mane, founder, Boston Tweetup
“Short comments on ACS & Job Promotion “ ACS CEO Madeleine
Jacobs, Washington, DC
True Stories of Chemical Entrepreneurs
a)
“Science, Business and Gambling: Beating the Odds“,
Pam Randhawa, Empiriko, CEO and Founder
b) “When is a good time to start and what is your business model?“
Raj Rajur, Chairman & CEO, CreaGen Biosciences, Inc.
Adjournment

STEM Activities 2012
As!planned!at!our!organizational!meeting,!Sonja!Strah<Pleynet!is!contact!person!of!
our!GAC!STEM!task!force!and!has!set!up!a!STEM!News!section!for!the!NESACS!web!
site!www.nesacs.org!covering!all!STEM!activities!in!the!Northeastern!Section!
including!government<sponsored,!volunteer,!and!business<sponsored!activities.!A!
special!STEM!news!email!account!has!been!set!up!so!that!news!can!be!sent!in!to!a!
central!receiving!point!that!is!not!tied!to!a!personal!email!account.!This!type!of!email!
account!can!be!used!as!a!model!for!other!NESACS!functions!as!well.!!
Sonja!Strah<Pleynet!continues!to!represent!NESACS!in!meetings!with!the!MA!Council!
of!STEM!Professional!Societies!that!is!currently!forming!and!in!the!process!of!
drafting!its!mission!statement.!!Formal!affiliation!with!this!group!requires!approval!
of!the!NESACS!Board!of!Directors!followed!by!approval!of!the!Council Committee

on Constitution and ByLaws, acting for the Council. Approval of affiliation
with the organization is not currently an action item for the Board, but the
mission statement passed by the group in August is attached, and we will
continue to explore ways to collaborate effectively with this group in its STEM
activities. Sonja attended the Forum on Informal Science Education on April
11, 2012, coordinated by the Boston After School and Beyond’s Boston Youth
Environmental Network Initiative, presented in partnership with the United
Way and the Boston STEM Network. She also attended STEM Summit 2012
on October 18, 2012. This year’s event was the ninth, and so far the largest
Massachusetts STEM Summit, with more than 750 attendees. Throughout the
day, plenary sessions and panel presentations addressed the plans and goals of
STEM education, bringing leaders from the state’s education, business, and

government sectors together to share information and ideas on topics in early to
higher, formal, and informal education, as well as address workforce
development and other policy issues faced by the Commonwealth. Mike!Strem!!
has!been!very!active!in!Newburyport!STEM!activities;!Chris!Moreton!has!been!
making!contacts!with!the!Waltham!schools;!Kerra!Fletcher!participated!in!a!science!
fair!activity!in!Lexington.!Jack!Driscoll!has!been!attending!and!organizing!!STEM!
meetings!on!the!Cape!(see!Public!Relations!report). The attendance of our

members at these meetings carries out our goal of greater participation and
higher visibility at Massachusetts STEM activities.
NESACS and its individual members continue to be active in supporting ACS
education activities designed to promote Science, Technology, Engineering,
and Mathematics; notably in October NESACS mounted activities at the
Museum of Science and the Boston Children’s Museum celebrating the 25th
anniversary of National Chemistry Week (see National Chemistry Week
Report).
!
!

STEM Report 2012 for NESACS Long-Range Planning
Doris!Lewis,!committee!chair,!was!asked!to!prepare!a!STEM!report!to!include!
recommendations!for!future!NESACS!STEM!involvement,!appended!below.!In!
accordance!with!that!report,!a!subcommittee!for!the!NESACS!Government!Affairs!
Committee!will!continue!in!2013!to!explore!possible!participation!on!the!Governor’s!
STEM!Advisory!Council,!though!no!science!organizations!have!yet!done!so.!
!
As(part(of(the(Long(Range(Planning(for(the(Task(Force(on(STEM(Education(in(June(2012,(the(
Government(Affairs(Committee((GAC)(was(requested(to(prepare(a(report(on(what(
should(be(the(policy(of(the(Northeastern(Section(in(its(involvement(in(STEM(activities(
and(to(include(what(the(GAC(wants(to(accomplish(relative(to(this(involvement(of(the(
NESACS.(This(report(was(prepared(in(response(to(that(request.(
(
The!Northeastern!Section!has!a!long!and!proud!history!of!supporting!education!in!Science,!
Technology,!Engineering!and!Mathematics!(STEM)!fields,!primarily!though!the!
Education!Committee!and!the!National!Chemistry!Week!Committee.!As!STEM!
activities!become!more!numerous!and!more!visible!through!government<sponsored!
and!other!activities,!it!will!be!important!for!NESACS!to!be!sure!that!our!own!activities!
are!mounted!with!awareness!of!these!other!initiatives,!and!coordination!with!other!
initiatives!whenever!possible.!For!example,!the!2012!NCW!Nanotechnology!theme!
activities!presented!at!the!Boston!Museum!of!Science!and!the!Boston!Children’s!
Museum!featured!activities!from!the!Nanoscale!Informal!Science!Education!Network!
(www.nisenet.org).!!
!

Legislation awareness and involvement on STEM issues, including the national ACS
email policy alerts and associated visits to legislators, should continue. The
successful monthly meeting in 2000 featuring US congressman and the head of the
Mass Senate Committee on Education is an example of possible NESACS STEM
initiatives, as is the 2009 visit to the monthly NESACS meeting of state senator
Jay Kaufman. These activities are initiatives of the Government Affair Committee.
!
STEM!issues!involve!legislation!on!the!national!and!state!level!and!are!closely!associated!
with!workforce<related!issues;!hence!workforce<related!STEM!issues!can!be!among!
the!concerns!of!the!NESACS!Government!Affairs!Committee.!In 2010 the GAC at

the suggestion of Mike Strem collaborated with the Massachusetts Workforce
Board Association to link science workplaces with high school teachers who
would benefit from summer externships, co-sponsoring with the WIB an
informational table at the Chemical Sciences Symposium. In October 2012 the
GAC supported the NESACS Small Chemical Business Symposium.
Government and industry-related STEM activities in Massachusetts have not historically
involved science organizations, though this may change in the future. We have
been collaborating with the newly founded MA Council of STEM Professional
Societies and may affiliate with them in the future; Sonja Strah-Pleynet is our
representative to their meetings. Official affiliation under our bylaws would
require approval of the national C&B committee. Robert Lichter has reviewed for
us the Governor’s STEM Advisory Council which is led by the Lt. Governor; any
role for science societies there may be in the future, though not at present time.
However, Lt.!Governor!Murray!announced!the!formation!of!the!Boston!
Regional!STEM!Network!at!the!2011!STEM!Summit!and!has!focused!on!
building!up!and!supporting!Networks!in!all!regions!of!the!state.!Jack!Driscoll!
and!Jennifer!Maclachlan!have!been!very!active!in!presenting!activities!on!the!
Cape!and!southeast!region!and!would!be!willing!to!facilitate!activities!in!other!
regions.!
!
Given!that!STEM!activities!are!so!numerous!and!varied,!it!will!be!an!important!
function!of!NESACS!to!promote!awareness!of!these!activities.!Hence!under!the!
auspices!of!the!Government!Affairs!Committee!a!STEM!task!force!has!been!
formed!with!Sonja!Strah<Pleynet!as!coordinator.!!Sonja!will!be!editing!a!STEM!
News!section!of!the!NESACS!web!site,!which!will!welcome!announcements!of!
all!STEM!activities!in!the!NESACS!area.!This!new!feature!should!serve!to!
publicize,!coordinate,!and!encourage!STEM!activities!of!all!kinds.!
!
Respectfully!submitted,!
Doris!I.!Lewis,!
Councilor!
Chair,!NESCAS!Government!Affairs!Committee!
!
November!8,!2012!

Policy Activities 2012
A presentation on “Careers and Internships in Science Policy” by
Doris Lewis was featured at the NSYCC Career Symposium on
April 14, 2012 at the invitation of the Northeastern section YCC group.
This well-attended event utilized Dr. Lewis’ experience as a member of CCPA to
introduce young chemists to career options in science policy.
Small Business and Enrepreneurship support: Please see Professional Affairs and
Career Services Committee Annual Report 2012 by Mukund Chorghade

Letter to Congresswoman Niki Tsongas from committee member Tim
Rose regarding SBIR Legislation
Doris!Lewis,!Chair!of!the!Government!Action!Committee!of!the!Northeast!Section!of!
the!American!Chemical!Society,!passed!along!your!Year<End!Update!concerning!
passage!of!the!SBIR/STTR!Reauthorization!bill!as!part!of!the!Defense!Authorization!
bill.!!We!thank!you!for!your!effort!this!program!which!is!vital!to!many!of!the!
members!of!the!small!business!community!who!belong!to!the!American!Chemical!
Society.!!As!a!recipient!of!over!a!dozen!SBIR!contracts!from!six!different!federal!
agencies!when!employed!at!EIC!Laboratories!in!Norwood!during!the!80's!and!90's,!I!
have!first<hand!experience!that!can!vouch!for!the!importance!and!success!of!the!
program.!Your!efforts!for!passage!of!the!multiple!year!extension!of!the!program!will!
ensure!its!generates!the!maximum!benefits!to!the!economic!growth!and!national!
security!of!the!country.!!Our!committee!is!ready!to!assist!you!in!promoting!
legislation!connected!with!any!aspect!of!research!and!development!or!STEM!
education.!!Please!contact!Doris!Lewis!or!me.!
Letter to the Editor in The Arlington Advocate Supports control of
toxics bill
The letter of Senator Kenneth Donnelly, in the Arlington Advocate (May 17) is an
excellent statement. As a chemist and an activist citizen, I have been concerned
with legislation for alternatives to toxic chemicals for 10 years. Reps. Jay
Kaufman and Sean Garballey have been very helpful. I have met with Prof. Ken
Geiser at TURI, UMass-Lowell on the goals and strategies for avoiding
unnecessary toxic chemicals in contact with consumers.
I am in a group of chemists of the American Chemical Society who focus on state
and federal legislation. Some are teachers and others work in industry. All of us
are concerned with safety. We have been following the bill that is now

S2079. Apparently it is stuck in the Ways and Means Committee and will stay
there until there is a demand to release it. Don Rickter, Hemlock Street
!

Conference calls:
On Thursday, February 16th Doris Lewis participated in the White House Call on the
Science & Technology Budget" along with other members of the Legislative Action
Network and other science representatives. Participating from the White House were
John Holdren, Assistant to the President for Science and Technology, Director of the
White House Office of Science and Technology Policy, and Co-Chair of the President's
Council of Advisors on Science and Technology (PCAST); and Sally Ericsson,
Associate Director for Natural Resources, Energy and Science at the White House Office
of Management and Budget. The topic was the Federal R&D budget plan for 2013. The
President’s budget features strong support for science research including +3.11% for
basic research components. Budget details were presented in the conference call and have
now been published in the February 27 C&E News. John Holdren emphasized that
science research is a high priority for the administration, but that in order for the budget
to be passed by the Congress, it will be necessary for scientists to advocate strongly with
their congressional representatives. Hence advocating for the administration’s science
budget will be a major objective of congressional visits by our Section members. We
welcome to our committee Kerra Fletcher, who will do congressional liason work as we
set up these visits.
All NEACS board members were encouraged to join ACT4Chemistry on the ACS Policy
web tab so that they may be included in any future White House conference calls and to
contact Dr. Lewis if they would like to plan visits a with their congressional
representatives.
The potential impacts of budget sequestration and across-the-board budget cuts on
science, technology, innovation, and STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math)
education funding have been the subject of an August ACS Act for Chemistry contactCongress initiative and an August conference call with Dr. John P. Holdren, Assistant to
the President for Science and Technology, Mr. Jon Carson, Director of the Office of
Public Engagement; and Mr. Robert Gordon, Executive Associate Director of the Office
of Management and Budget. NESACS members were urged to consult the policy tab of
acs.org to stay informed on this issue and other current policy issues.!Other!ACS!policy!
activities!that!were!reported!to!the!November!Board!meeting!included:!
•
•
•
•

ACS!supports!critical!minerals!legislation!
ACS!opposes!publishing!legislation!
ACS!opposes!amendments!limiting!conference!attendance!by!governmental!
employees!!
ACS!Supports!Legislation!on!Innovation

Legislative visits
In!this!election!year!we!had!fewer!Congressional!visits!than!in!some!past!years.!Mike!
Strem!met!regularly!with!Congressman!Tierney!as!chair!of!his!finance!committee;!
Tierney!was!re<elected!to!Congress!from!the!6th!District.!!Ruth!Tanner!attended!local!
town!halls!regularly!with!New!Hampshire!Rep.!Bass,!who!was!defeated!in!the!2012!
election!by!Ann!McLane!Custer;!Doris!Lewis!campaigned!for!Annie!Custer,!and!we!
are!looking!forward!to!meeting!with!her.!!Barney!Frank,!with!whom!we!have!had!a!
longstanding!relationship,!has!been!replaced!by!Joe!Kennedy!III,!with!whom!we!
hope!to!meet!soon;!he!has!just!set!up!his!local!office!in!Newton!and!has!been!
appointed!to!the!House!Committee!on!Science.!!!Senator!Scott!Brown,!with!whose!
office!we!were!working!on!SBIR!legislation,!has!been!replaced!by!Elizabeth!Warren,!
with!whom!we!will!meet!also.!Niki!Tsongas!will!now!be!our!best!source!of!
interaction!on!small!business!innovation!and!research.!The!Senate!seat!held!for!
years!by!John!Kerry!will!be!filled!by!an!upcoming!special!election.!
!
!
Respectfully(submitted,(
Doris(I.(Lewis,(Chair(
Government(Affairs(Committee(
Northeastern(Section!
!
!

International Year of Chemistry (IYC) Committee
Morton Z. Hoffman, Chair

The activities of the IYC Committee of NESACS continued during 2012 under the umbrella of
the IYC+1 “brand.”
The following NESACS (and related) events were listed on the IUPAC IYC website
<http://www.chemistry2011.org/>:
Jan. 12, 2012
Jan. 19, 2012
Feb. 9, 2012
Mar. 8, 2012
Apr. 14, 2012
Apr. 19, 2012
Apr. 23, 2012
Apr. 28, 2012
May 10, 2012
May 12, 2012
June 5, 2012
June 19, 2012
Aug. 6-9, 2012
Sept. 13, 2012
Sept. 14, 2012
Oct. 11, 2012
Oct. 18, 2012
Oct. 27, 2012
Oct. 28, 2012
Nov. 2, 2012
Nov. 8, 2012
Dec. 13, 2012

The 920th Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society
Meeting of the Boston Area Group for Informatics and Modeling (BAGIM)
The 921st Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society
The 922nd Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society
Northeast Student Chemistry Career Symposium
The 923rd Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society
Chemistry of Food Science Café
Northeast Student Chemistry Research Conference
The 924th Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society
New England Association of Chemistry Teachers: Central Division Meeting
16th Annual Andrew H. Weinberg Symposium
8th Annual NESACS Golf Tournament
New England Association of Chemistry Teachers Summer Conference
The 925th Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society
Meeting of the Local Chapter of the Association of Lab Managers (ALMA)
The 926th Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society
Connections to Chemistry High School Teachers Workshop Event
National Chemistry Week Event at the Boston Children’s Museum
National Chemistry Week Event at the Museum of Science Boston
Cape Cod Science Café: The Chemistry of Wine
The 927th Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society
The 928th Meeting of the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society

A mini-grant request from Jennifer Maclachlan was approved for the amount of $487.50 to cover
the travel expenses of the invited speaker, who is an expert on food chemistry, to participate in
the Cape Cod Science Café Chemistry of Wine Event on Friday, November 2, at the Centerville
(MA) Historical Museum.
It was recommended that the activities of the IYC Committee of NESACS be terminated at the
end of 2012, that no further funding of the Committee be provided, and that the IYC+n “brand”
be discontinued. The rationale for this recommendation was that activities specifically
referencing IYC have essentially been discontinued by ACS and IUPAC with the latter
organization planning to stop support of the IYC website at the end of 2012.

2012 Annual Report from Medicinal Chemistry Group
Dr. Raj (SB) Rajur,
Program Chair for Medicinal Chemistry Division, NESACS.
January 10, 2013
The medicinal chemistry division is one of the active divisions of NESACS that conducted two
excellent symposia during the year 2012. The first symposium was held on September 13th 2012
at Crown Plaza Hotel in Woburn, MA. The symposium focused on “ Globalization of Japanese
Pharmaceutical Industry Strategies, Innovations, and Future Trends” . This was a half day
symposium which started at 1.00 pm.
Dr. Maki Umemura, Cardiff University, UK gave a keynote presentation on the “Crisis and
change in the system of innovation in the Japanese pharmaceutical industry since the 1990s.
There were nine speakers in the program
The annual symposium titled “ EPIGENETIC TARGETS” was held on December on 13th, 2012
at Genzyme Corporation- (Sanofi).There were more than 150 participants who enjoyed the
cutting edge research results that were presented by four well-known speakers from academia and
the pharmaceutical industry.
Dr. Ramesh Shivdasani, Associate Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical School DFCI,
Boston, spoke on the "Epigenetics in gastrointestinal differentiation and cancer."
Dr. William H. Miller, Director and Head of Chemistry, Oncology R&D, Cancer Epigenetics
DPU at GlaxoSmithKline, Collegeville, PA spoke on the topic “Discovery of Small Molecule
Inhibitors of the Histone Methyltransferase EZH2”,
The third speaker for the evening was Dr. Dafydd Owen, Research Fellow at Pfizer Worldwide
R&D, Cambridge. His presentation focused on the “Chemical Probes for Epigenetics”
The keynote presentation for the evening was presented by Dr. Brian Albrecht, Head of
Medicinal Chemistry, Constellation Pharmaceuticals, Cambridge, MA. Brian’s presentation
focused on the “Inhibition of BET Bromodomains for the Treatment of Cancer”
The social hour, networking and dinner were part of the program.
The program chair, Dr. Raj (SB) Rajur, CreaGen Biosciences welcomed the guests and
participants. Dr. Norton Peet, Director of Chemistry, Microbiotix moderated the symposium. Dr.
David Harris of Genzyme-Sanofi introduced the keynote speaker. The symposium was concluded
with the token of respect to the speakers by the program Chair, Dr. Rajur.

2012 NESACS Annual Report
Membership Committee – Michaeline Chen, Chair
A total of 725 new members joined Northeastern Section of American Chemical Society during
2012 and 725 “Welcome New Member” letters were sent during 2012. There were about 50

new members who attended our Local Section Monthly Dinner Meetings during 2012.
New members list was received from Karen Piper (Business Manager of the NUCLEUS) on
the following dates from which they are new members and transferred members from other
section to Northeastern Section:
Month

Date

New

Transferred

Members

Members

Totals

January

28

26

24

50

February

28

65

30

95

May

30

95

45

140

June

21

40

13

53

July

30

22

29

51

September

16

40

44

84

October

18

81

73

154

November

23

58

40

98

427

298

725

March
April

August

December
Total

The purpose of the membership committee is to welcome new members, assist and support our
members in need and refer them to the appropriate resources; monitor membership in our section
and recommend chemists and chemical scientists for membership, especially students in colleges
and universities.
More new members are interested in employment opportunities and job information. Some are
interested in the National Chemistry Week, others are interested in Government Relations,
Hospitality and other functions. New members are integrated by assigning them specific
functions.

The committee worked closely with Mrs. Karen Piper, Business Manager of The Nucleus.
She supplied the new members’ roster. Our Editor of The Nucleus, Dr. Michael Filosa,
placed a short note in the monthly issues of The Nucleus to invite the New Members to
our monthly dinner meetings. Our section secretary, Anna Singer is in charge of
reservations of the monthly dinner-meeting.
A sample copy of my “welcome letter” to new members is attached.

March 29, 2012
Dear Colleague,
Congratulations on joining the American Chemical Society and its Northeastern Section.
Welcome aboard! We intend to make sure your decision to join was a wise one. We
also provide you with a broad range of services and opportunities to help you personally
and professionally.
I would like to invite you to be a guest of our section at one of our monthly dinner-lecture
meetings of your choice. Our dinner-lecture meetings are usually held on the second
Thursday of each month (September through May). Social hour is at 5:30 pm, dinner is at
6:30 pm., with a guest speaker to follow. The lectures are on a drop-in basis;
reservations are necessary for dinner
Our next monthly dinner meeting is for the Gustavus J. Esselen Award dinner meeting on
April 19, 2012 at Harvard University, Cambridge, MA. 5:30 pm-Social hour; 6:30pmDinner at Harvard Faculty Club, 21 Quincy St., Free Parking in Broadway Street Garage
(3rd level or higher), enter from Cambridge Street via Felton St.
At 8:15 pm, Esselen Award is at Mallinckrodt Building, 12 Oxford St., Pfizer Hall MB23
The Esselen Award recipient is honoring Dr. Bruce Ganem Franz and Elisabeth
Roessler Professor, and Stephen H. Weiss Presidential Fellow of the Department of
Chemistry and Chemical Biology, Cornell University

Topic: "Lost(Sometimes)in Translation: Advancing
Chemical Discoveries Beyond the Laboratory"
For dinner reservations, please contact our section secretary, Anna Singer at 781-2721966 (voice or Fax) or E-mail: secretary@nesacs.org no later than noon, Friday, April
13th, a week before the Dinner Meeting and let her know that you are a new member.
We welcome your participation and look forward to meeting you. If you would like to
volunteer for any NESACS Committee (listed in The Nucleus or online), please let
Anna know.
Information about our monthly meetings will be provided through the Nucleus, our
monthly publication. Have you received a copy of the Nucleus? If not, please contact our
Business Manager of the Nucleus, Karen Piper at 978-456-8622 or E-mail:
piper28@attglobal.net
Once again, welcome to ACS and the Northeastern Section!
Sincerely yours,
Michaeline F. Chen - Chair, Membership Committee Northeastern Section, ACS
E-mail: mfuchen@verizon.net
Tel: 781-235-5201

National Chemistry Week Report
In preparation for National Chemistry Week 2012, a volunteer preparation day was held
at Museum of Science-Boston on Saturday, September 30, 2012. More than 30
individuals attended this event, which allowed volunteers to practice the hands-on
activities and demonstrations in advance of the October celebration. Staff members from
the Museum of Science-Boston and the Boston Children’s Museum were on hand to
choose which activities worked best for their respective venues as well as give volunteers
an overview of each facility.
On Saturday, October 27, 2012, the Northeastern Section of the American Chemical
Society (NESACS) sponsored a National Chemistry Week at the Boston Children’s
Museum (BCM). Approximately 600 of the 1000+ visitors to the BCM participated in
the hands-on activities. On Sunday, October 28, 2012, a second NCW event was held at
the MoS-Boston in which more than 400 individuals participated in the hands-on
activities and demonstrations held in the well of the museum that afternoon. A particular
favorite for visitors was building a life-sized carbon nanotube from balloons. A
photograph of this giant tube was featured in the December 17, 2012 issue of Chemical &
Engineering News. Among the highlights of the day were the two Phyllis A. Brauner
Memorial lectures, presented by David Sittenfeld, a 2011 Salutes to Excellent Award
recipient. David filled in for Dr. Bassam Shakhashiri, ACS President and Professor of
Chemistry at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. These captivating lectures were
enjoyed by approximately 200 individuals.
The hands-on activities and demonstrations performed throughout the week included:
UV beads and sunscreen formulations, nano-sand & nanofabrics, surface area using alkaseltzer, the powers of ten game, graphene, scented solutions, and gummy capsules.
The High School Science Series, originally scheduled for Tuesday, October 30, 2012 was
postponed rescheduled as numerous schools remained closed in the aftermath of the
hurricane. Approximately 200 students attended the rescheduled High School Science
Series event at the MoS-Boston on November 20, 2012. These students participated in a
number of hands-on activities and demonstrations related to the yearly theme and heard
lecture demonstrations given by David Sittenfeld and Karine Thate. Students from
Fenway High School served as facilitators for a number of the hands-on activities.
Special thanks to the Boston Children’s Museum, Alissa Daniels, Emily Flaherty, Lucy
Green, Sharon Horrigan, Museum of Science-Boston, Northeastern Section of the
American Chemical Society, David Sittenfeld, Dr. Bassam Shakhashiri, Karine Thate,
and the Phyllis A. Brauner Memorial Lecture Committee.
The events would not have been possible without the help of more than 100 volunteers
from: Alfa Aesar, Beyond Benign, Boston Children’s Museum, Boston University,
Emmanuel College, Global Prior Art, Gordon College, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Merck-Boston, Museum of Science-Boston, Nantero Inc, NESACS,
Northeastern University, Salem State, Soane Labs, Stonehill College, Suffolk University,
Tufts University, University of Massachusetts-Boston, Weymouth High School.

NCW events were posted in the Nucleus (local section newsletter), on websites
(including www.nesacs.org), via email to an NCW teacher list, on Facebook (NCW &
CCED Page – Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society), via various
Twitter feeds, and on WBUR (Science Friday).
Respectfully submitted,
Christine H. Jaworek-Lopes
NCW Chair

!
High!School!Science!Series!Event!–!MoS!–!November!2012!
High!School!Students!serving!as!facilitators!to!other!high!school!students!

!
High!School!students!facilitating!!

!
!
!
!
!

High!School!students=!Powers!of!10!game!!

!
!
Karine!Thate!and!David!Sittenfeld!presenting!demos!to!all!students!!

!
!

NERM Committee
Morton Z. Hoffman, Chair
NESACS Representative to the NERACS Board of Directors

San Diego – March 2012
The Executive Committee of the Board of Directors of the Northeast Region of the American
Chemical Society, Inc. (NERACS) met informally in San Diego on March 27, 2012. In
attendance were Julianne Smist (Springfield College), Chair; Richard Cobb (Kodak), Vice Chair;
Wayne Jones (SUNY Binghamton), Treasurer. Also in attendance were Richard Hartmann
(Nazareth College), Mitchell Bruce (University of Maine-Orono), Willem Leenstra (University
of Vermont), George Ruger (Mid-Hudson Local Section), Martin Walker (SUNY Potsdam),
Nikki Fisher (ACS), Martha Hollomon (ACS), and this reporter.
The Treasurer reported that NERACS had financial assets of approximately $48,000, which
makes the corporation solvent and stable. A full report will be presented at the next meeting of
the NERACS Board of Directors.
NERM 2012 (“100 Years of Creating a Better Future through Chemistry”) will be hosted by the
Rochester Local Section on Sunday-Wednesday, September 30-October 3, 2012, at the Radisson
Hotel Riverside in Rochester, NY. The meeting will be the occasion of the celebration of
chemistry at Eastman Kodak and the 100th anniversaries of the Rochester, New Haven, and
Maine Local Sections. For details about the program, abstract submission, registration, and
accommodations, see <http://nerm.sites.acs.org>.
NERM 2013 will be held on Wednesday-Saturday, October 23-26, 2013, at the Omni Hotel in
New Haven, CT. The host will be the New Haven Local Section. A website for the meeting is
in the process of being developed. It was noted that NESACS is planning to host a delegation of
German graduate students that week as part of its NSYCC-JCF Exchange Program, which will
include participation in NERM 2013.
No bids have been received for NERM 2014; it is anticipated that no meeting will be held in that
year.
The bid from the Cornell Local Section to host NERM 2015 in June of that year was accepted at
the NERACS Board of Directors meeting in Denver in August 2011. Both the Binghamton and
Syracuse Local Sections have indicated interest in hosting NERM 2016, probably in October of
that year. Hope was expressed that NERM would return to New England in a subsequent year.
The NERACS Board of Directors will hold its next annual meeting in Rochester, NY, on
Saturday evening, September 29, 2012.
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Rochester – September/October 2012
The Board of Directors of the Northeast Region of the American Chemical Society, Inc.
(NERACS) held its annual meeting in Rochester, NY, on September 29 on the occasion of the
Northeast Regional Meeting (NERM), which was hosted by the Rochester local section. In
attendance were representatives of the following constituent local sections: Connecticut Valley,
Rochester, Central Massachusetts, Binghamton, New Haven, Syracuse, Cornell, Green
Mountain, Mid-Hudson, and NESACS (this reporter). Also present was Nikki Fisher of the ACS
Regional Meetings Office.
After introductions, the minutes of the previous annual Board meeting of August 30, 2011, in
Denver were approved as corrected. Chris Masi (Westfield State U) and Wayne Jones
(Binghamton U) were nominated and elected for two-year terms as Secretary and Treasurer,
respectively. Julianne Smist (Springfield College) and Richard Cobb (Kodak, retired) will serve
another year as Chair and Vice-Chair of NERACS, respectively.
The Treasurer reported that NERACS has financial assets of approximately $34,000; seed loans
of $4,000 each have been made to the organizers of NERM 2012 and 2013, which will be repaid
when the books for those meetings are closed. A request for support of Project SEED was
received; NERACS will provide $1,000 as a one-time commitment.
The final report on NERM 2010 in Potsdam, NY, which was hosted by the Northern New York
local section, was presented and accepted. A discussion was held about connections of that
meeting with the Canadian Society for Chemistry (CSC) in regard to attendance at meetings,
links on websites, and joint programming.
Richard Hartmann (Nazareth College), NERM 2012 General Chair, reported that the program
consists of talks and posters, workshops and short courses, science teacher sessions,
undergraduate research presentations, awards and other special events, and a celebration of the
100th anniversaries of the Rochester, New Haven, and Maine local sections. It was noted by
Richard Cobb, Awards Chair, that only one nomination had been received for the E. Ann Nalley
Award for Volunteer Service, which meant that it could not be given since a minimum of two is
required. Local sections will be encouraged to submit nominations for the 2013 competition of
this and the other awards.
NERM 2013 will be held during National Chemistry Week on Wednesday-Saturday, October
23-26, at the Omni Hotel in New Haven, CT; the host will be the New Haven local section. The
website for the meeting <http://nerm2013.sites.acs.org/> has been launched. It was mentioned
again that NESACS will host a delegation of German graduate students that week as part of its
NSYCC-JCF Exchange Program, which will include participation in NERM 2013; contact was
established and will be maintained with the General Co-chairs of the meeting.
The NERACS Board voted not to hold a NERM in 2014 due to the absence of any bids.
The bid from the Cornell local section to host NERM 2015 on June 10-13 had been accepted at
the NERACS Board of Directors meeting last year; the Memorandum of Understanding to hold
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the meeting on the campus of Ithaca College was approved. The General and Program Chairs of
NERM 2015 will be Akiko Fillinger and Anna Larsen of Ithaca College, respectively.
Bids are open for NERM 2016 and NERM 2017; interest in them was indicated by the
Binghamton and Syracuse local sections. Hope was expressed that NERM would return again to
New England; the Northeastern, Maine, Rhode Island, and Green Mountain local sections were
encouraged to consider serving as a host for a meeting in the future.
The NERACS Board of Directors will hold its next annual meeting in New Haven, CT, on the
occasion of NERM 2013.
NERM 2012 (100 Years of Creating a Better Future Through Chemistry) on September 30October 3 attracted 431 abstracts and 661 registrants for the two and one-half days of
programming across the entire spectrum of chemistry. Special symposia were held on
nanostructured materials, chemistry and human health, entrepreneurial practices, applied science,
fuel cells, bio-based polymers, imaging, photovoltaics and climate change. A joint ACS/CSC
presidential event featured a discussion among Bassam Shakhashiri (University of WisconsinMadison), ACS President, Cathleen Crudden (Queen’s University), CSC President, Tom Smith
(Rochester Institute of Technology), and Deryn Fogg (University of Ottawa) about areas of
common cross-border interest and potential activities. Rochester local section and ACS awards
were presented; the Harrison Howe Award for outstanding chemical research was given to
Sunney Xie of Harvard University. The exposition featured displays by 39 vendors and an
exhibit table from the ACS Senior Chemists Task Force.

NOMINATING COMMITTEE REPORT 2012-Chair, Patrick M. Gordon
!

The 2012 Nominating Committee was chaired by Patrick M. Gordon, immediate
Past-Chair of the Northeastern Section. Other members were Tom Gilbert and
Katherine Lee.
The following are the results of the balloting for the 2012 ACS officers of the
Northeastern Section. There were a total of 442 ballots counted.
For Chair-Elect, Cathy Costello won over two other candidates.
The candidates elected to the Board as Councilors for the 2013-2015 term were:
Cathy Costello, Ruth Tanner, Dorothy Phillips, Michaeline Chen and Jackie
O'Neil
The candidates elected to the Board as Alternate councilors for the 2013-2015
term were:
Marietta Schwartz, Jennifer Larese, Steve Lantos, Norton Peet and Wilton Virgo
Based on the 2012 Election Results, 4 vacancies were created in the Alternate
Councilor roster. By vote, the Board approved the following appointments as
Alternate Councilors for the terms specified.
o Mukund Chorghade term ending Dec 31, 2013.
o John Podobinski term ending Dec 31, 2014.
o Raj Rajur term ending Dec 31, 2014.
o Stuart Levy term ending Dec 31, 2014.
Other positions elected:
Director-at-Large: Mary Burgess and James Phillips
Nominating Committee: Michael Filosa and Jenny Li
Norris Award Committee: Patricia Mabrouk and Patrick Gordon
Respectfully Submitted
Patrick M. Gordon, Immediate Past Chair, 2012

Final&Report&Norris&Award22012,&January&24,&2013&
&
The&2012&Norris&Award&was&presented&to&Dr.&Vicente&Talanquer&(University&of&Arizona)&on&Thursday,&
November&8,&2012&at&AstraZeneca&(25&Gatehouse&Drive,&Waltham,&MA).&&The&Awards&dinner&was&a&
wonderful&success&with&68&attendee’s&registered&and&approximately&62&showed&up.&&&The&environment&
was&excellent,&the&food&delicious&and&the&hospitality&gracious.&&With&the&wonderful&support&of&Dr.&
Kenneth&Mattes&and&chef&Kevin&Tallon&and&NESACS&secretary&Anna&Singer&the&planning&and&execution&of&
the&event&&went&off&in&spectacular&fashion.&&&The&total&cost&of&the&event&to&the&NESACS&came&in&under&
budget&at&$8982.06.&&We&thank&Jim&Piper&for&his&prompt&handling&of&the&financial&aspects&of&the&event.&&
As&chair,&I&thank&all&of&the&members&of&&the&Norris&Award&Committee&for&their&unwavering&support,&
communication&and&assistance&during&this&past&year.&
&
Respectfully&submitted,&
Dr.&Jerry&P.&Jasinski,&2012&Chair,&Norris&Award&Committee&

The Nucleus Report for 2012
By Michael P. Filosa, Editor, 2005-2012
2012 was an excellent year for the Nucleus. We published our usual 10 issues totaling 184 pages. Advertising was
close to the amount budgeted for the year and expenses were in line with expectations. We did run a slight deficit as
a consequence of a $5K cut in the proposed budget by the budget committee. Although we published fewer pages
than the orginial budgeted amount, this did not save enough money to balance the budget. The Nucleus will be under
similar pressure to cut costs in 2013.
Editorially, this year was similar to past years although we have a need for more articles and reporting. We had four
excellent Summer Scholar Reports to publish early in the year by Shoshanna Bachman and David Haines of
Wellesly College; Matthew P. Mower and Craig K. Zercher of the University of New Hampshire; Allister F.
McGuire and E. Ceharles H. Sykes of Tufts University; and Ka H. Cheng and Kian L. Tan of Boston College.
Morton Z. Hoffman and James Phillips continued to be the main source of photographs for NESACS events
although there were other contributors.
Features editor, Morton Z. Hoffman continued to supply timely articles on his IUPAC, Education, and Senior
Chemist Committee activities. Specifically, Morton provided reports on meetings he attended in Rome, Paris and
Bangkok. Mindy Levine wrote a unique and special article published in the Summer Issue on the struggles of being
both a new assistant professor and the mother of two very young children.
We also had a number of significant contributions from the YCC. The highlights were two write-ups related to the
2012 YCC-JCF-GDCh Exchange. Nicholas Tito of Dartmouth College provided an article which expanded into an
opinion piece on the politicization of science and Emily Lewis of Tufts provided a wonderfully written and
illustrated report on the trip. Shanadeen Begay and Jacki O’Neil provided a detailed report on the NSYCC Career
Symposium. Jacki also submitted a book review on “Envisioning Information” by Edward Tufte which was
published in the March Issue.
We had many of the usual announcements and reports on NESACS activities such as Christine Jaworek-Lopes on
National Chemistry Week, Connections to Chemistry, the Henry Hill Award, the 8th Annual NESACS Golf
Tournament, the Richards Medal to Tobin Jay Marks and the Esselen Award to Bruce Ganem. Additionally, we
continued our relationship with James Weinberg of Dana-Farber Cancer Institute by publishing both the
announcement of the 16th Annual Andrew Weinberg Memorial Lecture at DFCI and the superb report written about
the 2012 lecture written by Carlos Rodriguez-Galindo, M.D. of DFCI and the Harvard Medical School. Myron
Simon continues to be the primary supplier of “Historical Notes” (AKA Obituaries) concerning recently departed
NESACS members to the Nucleus.
We lost Leopold May (1924-2012) during the year (see a remembrance in the October Issue) and are now missing
his Historical Events in Chemistry series which has been a staple of many issues over the last five years including
the majority of this year’s issues.
I was particularly pleased with the images used on the covers in 2012 beginning with the photo of Nobel Laureate,
Osamu Shimomura on the January cover and ending with a cover of four principals of the October Meeting: Special
Guest, ACS CEO, Madeleine Jacobs, Arthur Obermayer, Mukund Chorghade and Jack Driscoll. Another highlight
of that issue was the text Arthur Obermayer’s presentation about his small business creation and public advocacy
which was further enhanced with his description and photos of his relationship with Henry A. Hill.
In addition I want to acknowledge the contributions of the Public Relations Chair, Jack Driscoll and Jennifer
Maclachlan. I also greatly appreciate the contributions of my primary proofreaders: Vivian Walworth, Don Rickter,
Mindy Levine and Morton Z. Hoffman. I also want to acknowledge the support of the Board of Publications in the
continued success and preeminence of the Nucleus as a leading ACS Section newsletter. The BOP in 2012 was
represented by Vivian Walworth, Mary Mahaney, Mindy Levine and James Phillips.
I also want to acknowledge the ongoing contributions of Harvey Steiner of Art Related Technologies who works
closely with me to produce each issue of the Nucleus, Vince Gale and his company, MBO Associates which
arranges for all the advertising (approximately $40K in revenue per year) Karen Piper, the Nucleus business

manager and our printer, Turley Printing of Palmer, Massachusetts and their liaisons, Jacki Provost and Rebecca
Eddy.
All in all it was a very good year capped by your editor receiving the 2012 Henry A. Hill Award at the 2012 October
Meeting. However, as my report clearly demonstrates, producing the Nucleus is a team effort involving the
contributions of many people.
Finally, I also want to acknowledge the leadership of Ruth Tanner, chair for 2012, whose attention to detail and
follow through make made my job much easier.

Professional Affairs and Career Services Committee Annual Report: 2012
Mukund S. Chorghade, Chair
The NESACS Professional Affairs Career Services Committee is dedicated to providing ACS
Members with the best and latest tools to manage careers: we offer career guidance and focus on
the components of targeting the job market, personal assessment, identifying market trends,
credentials, research and networking. We have a comprehensive (lecture, demo and review)
program that provides assistance in writing winning resumes and cover letters, learning various
techniques and skills needed for a successful job interview and negotiating an attractive job
offer.
Mukund Chorghade, as Chair of this committee attended both National Meetings and actively
participated in the work of the ACS National Department of Career Services and Professional
Development in reviewing resumes and conducting mock interviews. Dr. Daniel Eustace and
Patrick Gordon has been a most welcome and effective contributor to these. Special accolades
are due to them for helping in redesigning and participating in several innovative ACS
presentations and personally leading highly and superbly interactive and novel workshops on
interviewing, career development etc. There has been considerable audience participation from
employers and interviewees.
The career services job search, resume writing and related workshops program is progressing
extremely satisfactorily and is in fact going from strength to strength. Several workshops on “
Managing an Effective Job Search”, “Effective Resumes and Cover Letters”, “Finding Jobs in
the Biotechnology Sector” were presented. Several new workshops on “Targeting the academic
job market”, “To post doc or not to post-doc?” have been prepared and can be offered in our
section. In addition a panel discussion on “Overcoming cultural and linguistic barriers in the
workplace” was organized and well received. The new booklets covering these topics have been
completely revamped and will be unveiled. The resume review and mock interview program is a
very popular one. Plans are currently under way to match job seekers with opportunities in the
area.
Major symposia that we have delivered in collaboration with the YCC and the Boston University
Undergraduate Research are:
Science Careers: We discussed the skills and knowledge that don't necessarily come with
a traditional scientific education yet are predictors of success and how a strong grounding in
chemistry can be key to a successful scientific career in general.
Working in Biotechnology / Biopharmaceuticals: Promise, Problems, and Potential: New
technologies and rapid changes in how and where chemistry is practiced have led to the swift
entry of chemistry into the bio-related fields. We examined various characteristics of chemists
that work in biotechnology and biopharmaceutical research, how training in academia prepares
them for a career in this area and commented on current and future trends in the biotech and
pharmaceutical areas in terms of new discovery, fundamental research, and new business
opportunities.

A new initiative in collaboration with ERC:
Entrepreneurship: Create Jobs Now!!!Cultivating an entrepreneurial society and providing
assistance to entrepreneurs are important for Economic development. ACS Small Chemical
Businesses Division (SCHB) is a dedicated element of the small chemical business sector and
developing and maintaining resources is crucial for its constituents: existing enterprises, startups,
and persons interested in becoming entrepreneurs and business owners. Strategic planning and
execution of a plan are an important part of any organization that desires to maintain and grow
its position, output, and impact. SCHB recognizes the need to periodically review its structure
and activities and find ways to enhance its position.
Mukund Chorghade is the immediate Past-Chair of SCHB was able to cement collaborations
with SCHB and the ACS Board Committee on Science (ComSci). In collaboration with SCHB,
CEC, BMGT and others, we organized a business plan / business competition wherein
entrepreneurs with ideas based on Chemistry were asked to submit plans based on their
innovative ideas. Of the 31 business proposals received initially and three subsequent ones, we
narrowed down to nine outstanding presentations and six others held over for a subsequent
meeting. We organized an event in San Diego wherein the CEOs of these organizations
presented their proposals to a broad audience. Subsequently, we had a closed door meeting
wherein angel investors, VCs and others were present. This proved to be an outstanding prelude
and ‘dress-rehearsal” for our main event described below:
!

When Nova Biomedical Corp. in Waltham, MA agreed to host the 926th meeting of the
Northeastern Section of the American Chemical Society (NESACS), we asked whether we could
add an afternoon symposium to the venue and received an enthusiastic “yes.”
The program included a summary of the ACS programs for Entrepreneurs, programs available
from the Massachusetts Small Business Development Center, the startup of Nova in the 1970s,
conventional and Small Business Association (SBA) financing. Other subjects included the
advantages of executive education for tech entrepreneurs, non-dilutive and dilutive equity
funding and an enlightening talk on the advantages of tweeting and other social media for
marketing your business.
Madeleine Jacobs, Executive Director & CEO of the American Chemical Society, talked about
jobs and ACS programs for entrepreneurs, described at http://www.acs.org/ei. We had a number
of our NESACS members describe “True Stories of Chemical Entrepreneurs.” The first, by 60year ACS member, Arthur Obermayer, described how he worked with Senator Kennedy to get
government R&D funding for small businesses in the early 80’s. This became the NSF SBIR
programs. He then worked with Senators Bayh and Dole on the Bayh-Dole Patent Act. Pam
Randhawa of the Movie “21” fame (about MIT entrepreneurs who developed a system to predict
the cards in blackjack) and a serial entrepreneur described four of her new ventures in biofuels,
drug discovery, etc. The last true story told by NESACS Board Member, Raj Rajur, was about of
the startup of a contract drug discovery company. We had very lively discussions on financing
small companies and how the Nova start up (with no venture capital, just bank financing) in the
1970’s could not be duplicated today. We had several participants at this meeting with 30%

NESACS members, 30% from Universities, 30% small business owners, and a number of patent
attorneys. We also had Vivian Walworth, an entrepreneur (90+ years young) and President and
CTO of Stereojet, attend the seminar. On Thursday evening she received an award for being a
70-year member of the ACS. She is still very active in NESACS activities as a member of the
Board of Publications. This symposium was organized by Dr. Mukund Chorghade, President of
Chorghade Enterprises, and Dr. Jack Driscoll, President of PID Analyzers, LLC, and Public
Relations Chair of NESACS. The symposium was sponsored by NESACS, the NESACS
Government Relations Group, the Small Chemical Business Division of the ACS, and Nova
Biomedical.
Several NESACS members have been tapped by ACS President-elect Dr. Marinda Wu to
participate in a “piloting” task force she titled “Vision 2025: Helping ACS Members Thrive in
the Global Chemistry Enterprise” at the beginning of her electoral term. This recognizes the
energy, enthusiasm and the commitment to focus the society’s efforts to be a benefit for
members in our fast changing world.
Some of the leading trends identified are:
•
•
•
•

Fewer chemistry-related jobs in the U.S. projected in the future; tighter job market
and fewer chemistry career jobs
Chemical enterprise is global; not strictly localized by markets and raw materials with
other complicating factors
Technical leadership in Chemistry is less clear for U.S.; continual need for
innovations to achieve progress
Observed global population increases with attendant earth resource reduction and
increased air and water pollution

Goals:
1. Prepare ACS members for traditional chemistry and non-traditional careers
advocating business creation, growth and expansion
2. Promote and enhance partnerships and exchanges to increase access to
resources and jobs.
3. Non-traditional career paths, patent matters and advocacy for members to be
informed to make personal decisions.

Project SEED ’12, Stonehill College
We had four Project SEED I students working with us. Ladan Adan (Brockton H.S.) and Joseph
Maglio (Oliver Ames H.S.) worked with Louis Liotta. Christina Ball (Wareham H.S.) and Joseph
Sirois (Oliver Ames H.S.) worked with Cheryl Schnitzer. Professor Liotta’s students studied the
synthesis of polyhydroxylated pyrrolidines and pyrrolizidines as inhibitors of glycosidases.
Professor Schnitzer’s worked on studying CO2 emissions from soil and leaves. Interestingly, two
of the four students are siblings of previous Project SEED students at Stonehill. In fact, Ladan
continued the project on which her brother had worked.!

Annual&Report&for&Public&Relations&2012&
1. Started)a)Facebook)for)NESACS)and)regularly)post)info)on)it))
2. Took)over)the)NESACS)Linked)in)PageB)increased)the)number)of)followers)from)app.)700)to)1,400)
during)2012)
3. Starting)using)Constant)Contact)on)a)monthly)basis)to)announce)monthly)meetings)and)
important)events)by)email)
)
)
4. Started)working)with)SE)MA)STEM)on)STEM)EXPO)in)May)24,)2012)
Will)bring)the)following))Companies)&)Schools:)
Cape)Cod)Science)Café)
NESACS)Companies)to)talk)about)jobs)(AstraZeneca,)Smithers,)Dow,)Nova)Biomedical…))
Cape)Cod)Companies:)WHOI))(already)committed))&)Teledyne)Benthos)
PID)Analyzers)demos)on)pH)for)all)ages)KB12)
Barnstable)Public)Schools,)Sandwich)Public)Schools,)Provincetown)Public)Schools)
)
5. Developed)publicity)for)Emanuel)College)(Prof)Berger))for)Entrepreneur’s))Seminar)–)
6. There)are)4)MA)STEM)regions)in)our)territory)in)MA.)Nothing)in)NH.)Communicated)with)
Metrowest)STEM)&)NE)STEM,)contacted)with)Boston)Private)Industry)Council)(Boston)STEM))
7. )
8. Publicized)the)Earth)Day)event)at)the)Museum)of)Science)on)April)24,)2012)
9. Publicized)the)NYSCC)entrepreneurial))Career)Days)and)got)posts)in)the)Back)Bay)Blog,;)57)
people)registered)
10. Press)releases)on)JND’s)new)PR)position)at)NESACS)(Barnatable)Patriot)&)Barnstable)Enterprise))
we)would)like)to)publicize)other))officers)&)chairpersons)in)their)home)town)newspapers.)Please)
provide)us)with))info)on)home)towns)(see)image))
11. )
12. ACS)is)listed)as)a)sponsor)of)the)Cambridge)Science)Festival,)poats)in)______)
13. SE)MASTEM)Program)(NESACS)and)NESACS)members)from)other)companies)other)on)May)24B)
info)posted)on)Facebook)&)Linkedin)
14. Publicity)for)NESACS/MOS)earth)day)recycling)event)
15. )
16. SE)MASTEM)Program)(NESACS)and)NESACS)members)from)other)companies)other)on)May)24B)B
Have)5)schools)from)CapeB)(Sandwich,)Barnstable,)Dennis)Yarmouth,)Provincetown)&)Upper)
Cape)Regional)High,)Companies/Organizations,))PID)Analyzers,)Woods)Hole)Oceanographic)Inst.,)
Nova)Biomedical,)Cape)Cod)Science)Café,)NESACS,)Smithers)Pharma)
(http://www.connectsemass.org/stem/)))
17. )
18. Cambridge)Science)FestivalBchemistry)DemonstrationsB)15)NESACS)volunteers)plus)Dr.)Alvin)
Collins)ACS)HQ))on)April.)21,)2012;)had)10)tables)and)several)hundred)peopleB)
(http://analyzersource.blogspot.com/2012/04/passportBtoBchemistryBatBcambridge.html)))

19. Chemistry)of)Food)@)Cambridge)Science)Festival)(April)23)B)129)people)registered))/)Posted)in)
BB)Patch)&)Arts)Boston)(Wicked)Local)Camb))–)about)80)people)showed)up)at)eventB)Sara)Reich,)
ACS)Food)specialist)flew)in)from)Budapest)to)give)the)lecture.)
(http://analyzersource.blogspot.com/2012/02/chemistryBofBfoodBscienceBcafeBat.html)))
20. )
21. NH)Science)CaféB)found)a)group)in)Concord,)NH)that)has)10)monthly)programs/yr.)Started)in)
2012.)Would)like)to)work)with)us.)(http://analyzersource.blogspot.com/2012/05/mondayB
eveningBatBcambridgeBscience.html))))
22. )
23. Pubicized)))the)winner)(in)our)section))of)the)International)Chemistry))Olympics)in)the)Acton)Blog)
24. Cape)Cod)Science)Café)on)Nov.)2,)2012)on)“The)Chemistry))of)Wine”)at)the)Centerville)Historical)
MuseumB)have)Shirley)Corriher)(from)Atlanta))speaking)on)the)effect)of)food)on)the)taste)of)
wine)at)the)Centerville)Historic)Museum)was)very)well)received.)The)Cape)Cod)Times)ran)a)story)
on)Nov.)1,)2012)(http://bit.ly/RLWToF)))which)helped)us)fill)the)museum)to)capacity)(40)people))
for)each)of)the)two)seatings.)There)were)20%)NESACS)people)and)80%)local)residents.)It)was)a)
good)science)outreach)to)the)general)public.))Science)OutreachB)CC)Science)Café)(Nov.)1))we)
held)the)Cape)Cod)science)Café)at)the)Centerville)Historical)Museum.)The)topic)was)the)
“Chemistry)of)Wine”.))We)had)Shirley)Corriher)(2013)Grady)Stacks)Award)winner))talk)about)
wine)pairing)(how)what)you)eat)affects)the)taste)of)wine)that)you)are)drinking))and)Diane)Slater,)
Wine)Expert)from)Cape)Cod)Package)Store)talk)about)wines.)This)was)a)very)successful)outreach)
to)the)public)since)75%)of)the)people)were)local)and)the)remaining)25%)were)NESACS)members.)
We)had)several)people)from)NH,)Ruth)Tanner)and)Stanley)Hutchings.)The)latter)was)quite)
knowledgeable)about)brewing)beer)and)wine)tasting)and)had)not)been)to)a)NESACS)meeting)
previously.))
25. Publicized)the)Epigenetic)Targets)Symposium))in)the)Waltham)Patch)(link))(use)control)key))and)
the)Boston)Globe~Boston.com)(link))(use)control)key).)
26. On)Dec.)3,)2012,)I)did)a)science)outreach)for)the)Cub)scouts)(in)Maynard)about)40)cub)scouts))on)
nanotechnology,)some)nanotech)interesting)videos)have)been)posted)on)facebook)and)LinkedinB)
http://bit.ly/WoxDWF)
27. We)obtained)a)writeup)in)Chemical)&Engineering)News)(Dec.)17,)2012))of)NCW)activities)and)
publication)of)the)photo)below:)

“In the Northeastern Section visitors to the Museum of Science in Boston and the
Boston Children’s Museum learned about nanoscience through a variety of
demonstrations and activities, including building a giant model of a carbon
nanotube. More than 40 high school chemistry teachers participated in a
nanoscience workshop at Burlington High School, in Massachusetts. The local
section also held a science café event highlighting the chemistry of wine.”
,

)
Photo)by:)Jennifer)L.)Maclachlan)
1. AAAS)meetingB)We)(NESACS,)Small)Chemical)Business)Div.)of)the)ACS))will)be)participating)in)the)
science)outreach)to)the)public)Family)Science)Days)on)Feb.)16)and)17,)2013)(12B5PM))at)the)
Heinz)Auditorium)in)Boston.))
2. We)will)be)participating)in)a)Science)Outreach)to)the)Public)Science&Carnival&at)the)Cambridge)
Science)Festival)like)we)did)in)2012)where)we)talked)to)200B300)students;)we)are)also)working)
on)a)program)“Communicating)Science)to)the)Public”)at)the)MIT))Museum.)
3. NH)Science)CaféB)working)with)this)group)on)the)Feb.)20,)2013)on)“the)chemistry)of)beer”)
4. Prepared)by)Dr.)Jack)Driscoll,)Public)Relations)Chair,)NESACS)
)

*

Northeastern*Section**
**American*Chemical*Society*

The$2012$Theodore$William$Richards$Award$for$Excellence$in$Teaching$Secondary$
School$Chemistry.$
The Richards Award is the most prestigious award for high school chemistry teaching the Northeastern Section of
the American Chemical Society offers in recognition of outstanding, innovative, and inspired teaching at the
secondary level. It is intended to honor a teacher in the Northeastern Section who, through innovation and
dedication, has inspired potential chemists, has communicated chemistry to non-chemists, or has influenced other
teachers of chemistry.
The criteria for excellence correspond broadly to the effectiveness with which the teacher conveys chemistry, the
innovative techniques used to help students comprehend chemical concepts, his/her interaction with students, both
academic and extra-curricular, and the influence a teacher has had on other teachers for promoting new approaches
to teaching and learning.
The selected teacher will be officially honored and will receive both a $1,500 prize and a Certificate of Recognition
at the NESACS High School Night ceremony in May, 2012.
A complete description of the award, the nomination criteria, and nomination forms can be obtained from the
NESACS website at: <http://www.nesacs.org/awards_richards.html> Nominations are due no later than April 15,
2012 to the Richards Award Committee, attn: Steve Lantos, steve_lantos@brookline.k12.ma.us (or via US Mail to:
Steve Lantos, Sci. Dept. Brookline HS, 115 Greenough St, Brookline MA 02445)
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Summerthing+Committee+Annual+Report+Northeastern+Section+2012+
+
Committee'members:'Michael'Singer,'Marietta'Schwartz,'Bob'Lichter,'and'Doris'Lewis,'
chair'
!
In!the!return!of!a!popular!NESACS!tradition,!NESACS!members,!and!friends!of!
NESACS!were!invited!to!Fenway!Park!on!Friday,!May!4th!to!watch!the!Red!Sox!play!
the!Baltimore!Orioles!!at!7:10!pm!on!a!lovely!spring!evening.!The!total!attendance!of!
100!Enthusiastic!attendees!included!graduate!students!(some!regrettably!

in!full!Orioles!garb),!high!school!teachers,!Board!members!and!their!
families,!college!student!chapter!members!from!Suffolk!University,!Boy!
Scouts!and!their!troop!leaders,!YCC!members,!and!lots!of!NESACS!members!
with!their!friends!and!neighbors.!!'We!charged!$35!per!$30!grandstand!
seat,!so!gained!$500!as!a!fundraiser.!The!event!was!publicized!in!The!
Nucleus,!by!email,!Facebook,!Twitter,!and!on!the!NESACS!and!YCC!
websites.!
!We!are!still!recovering!from!the!loss!of!deceased!member!Wally!Gleekman!
who!had!extensive!contacts!with!high!school!teachers,!so!we!want!to!
continue!to!extend!the!outreach!to!high!school!teachers.!The!Boy!Scout!
outreach!was!started!relatively!late,!but!the!enthusiastic!participation!
showed!that!we!should!pursue!our!Boy!Scout!contacts.! !

ACS$Northeastern$Section$
Summerthing!$
Red$Sox$Game$Friday,$May$4$
In#the#return#of#a#popular#NESACS#tradition,#NESACS#members,#and#
friends#of#NESACS#are#invited#to#Fenway#Park#on#Friday,#May#4th#to#
watch#the#Red#Sox#play#the#Baltimore#Orioles##at#7:10#pm.#Our#bleacher#
seats#are#priced#at#$35#and#include#handling#charges.##These#tickets#will#
go#fast!#Reserve#your#seats#by#mailing#your#check#(payable#to#NESACS)#
to#*NESACS#T#Anna#Singer,#12#Corcoran#Road,#Burlington,#MA#01803*.##
Questions#(but#not#reservations)#may#be#sent#to#secretary@nesacs.org.#
#

#
Fenway'park'photo'from'Boston.redsox.mlb.com'

$
#

REPORT OF THE TREASURER - 2012
James U. Piper, Treasurer
Page 1 of the financial report reflects the transactions in the operating account of the Section. In
addition to the operating account, the Trust Funds operate under the supervision of the Board of
Trustees. The operating account generally pays all bills and then requests reimbursement of
Trust-related expenses from the Trustees. In 2012, those reimbursements totaled $104,273.63
(line 10). Since the Trust funds are separately maintained, the calculation of the Public Support
ratio is shown on the attachment. Although the investment income exceeds 1/3 of total revenues,
the public support test is met by the Section under IRS section 170(b)(1)(A)(vi).
The Section operating account ran an operating deficiency of $2,622.82 in 2012. However,
unreimbursed expenses due from the Trust Funds decreased by approximately $17,000, so that
the operating account would have a deficit of about $20,000 if fund transfers were accounted for.
The net overall gain shown on the balance sheet and attachment is more significant, with most of
the gain due to realized and unrealized capital gains in the Trust Funds. The operating deficit
was principally due to contributions that were anticipated in the budget but not received. This is
reflected in a large deficit in the draft 2013 budget attached to the financial report. The Board of
Directors is considering steps to address this, and the 2013 budget will be revised to lower this
deficit.
A separate set of books is kept for the Nucleus, and these are maintained on an accrual basis.
The financial results presented by the Board of Publications differ from those in the Treasurer’s
report because the latter is presented on a cash basis. On an accrual basis, the Nucleus had
advertising revenue of $39,071.50 and expenses of $76,653.30. The deficiency is funded by
Section general funds, the Publications Trust and the Norris Trust.
The Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts requires nonprofit organizations
to file annual reports accompanied, in our case, by a review by a CPA. The review of the 2011
financial statements was completed in August, and the report was filed. Copies of forms 990 and
990T for 2011 were sent to the National ACS office. Thirteen 1099-MISC forms for 2012 have
been sent to awardees and contractors.
James U. Piper
Treasurer

REPORT OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES - 2012
Esther A. H. Hopkins, Peter C. Meltzer, Michael E. Strem
The Trustees of the Section for the year 2012 were Esther A. H. Hopkins, Michael Strem and Peter
Meltzer. We met with our financial consultant, Robert M. Sarly, Senior Vice President at Morgan
Stanley, held informal meetings, received reports from Smith Barney and from Piper Enterprises and
discussed recommendations for the Board as to uses for the Funds in our care in keeping with the wishes
of the donors of the funds.
The Trust Funds of the Northeastern Section are in three Trust Accounts and six income accounts. The
Trust Accounts are (one)—the Consolidated, comprising the principal amounts of the Richards, the
Norris, the Publication, the Permanent, the Hill and a portion of the Brauner trusts, (two)—the Esselen
Trust, and (three)—the Levins Trust. To keep the capital ratios constant in the Consolidated Trust, capital
amounts withdrawn from it are distributed to the Income accounts in the ratio of their ownership.
The Consolidated Account for 2012 had an opening portfolio value of $1,798,247.86. Withdrawals from
the Consolidated Account consisted of $75,000 in distributions to the income accounts and $33,552.12 of
management fees and expenses. The adjusted opening balance was, therefore, $1,689,695.74. The
closing balance was $1,842,318.70 for an increase of $152,622.96. The Consolidated Trust contains
money funds, stocks and mutual funds. The current yield at year-end was 5.94% and the annualized
anticipated income was $91,522.26.
The Esselen Fund, comprising money funds, mutual funds and government bonds, had an opening
balance of $563,499.85. $18,000.00 was withdrawn for the expense of the award this year. The adjusted
opening value was $549,499.85 and the closing value was $586,592.78. The Levins Fund, comprising
money funds and mutual funds had an opening portfolio balance of $10,054.33. No expenses were
withdrawn during the year. The closing portfolio value was $11,611.19. The Brauner Trust “income
account” comprised of money funds, common stock and mutual funds had an opening balance of
$38,876.41. Distributions of $1,557.83 were deposited to the Fund with expenses of $3,000 for the 2011
Brauner lecture, giving an adjusted opening balance of $37,859.30. The closing value was $42,158.48 of
which $11,938.70 was income and the remainder was Trust principal.
The Hill income account comprising money funds and mutual funds had an opening portfolio value of
$26,652.00, received $3,745.58 from the prorated distribution from the Consolidated Account and
distributed $1,201.78 to the Section for expenses, for an adjusted value of $29,195.80. The closing value
was $33,340.29. The Norris Award income account, comprising only money funds had an opening
portfolio value of $1,577.79 and an adjusted value of $7,426.82 after receiving $43,754.33 from the
prorated distribution and withdrawing $37,905.50 for expenses. The closing portfolio value was
$7,426.92. The Permanent income account, comprising money funds, common stocks and mutual funds
had an opening portfolio value of $84,465.29, received $10,832.48 from the prorated distribution and
withdrew $15,466.24 in expenses for an adjusted value of $79,831.53. The closing value of the portfolio
was $90,680.25. The Publication income account, comprising money funds, common stocks and mutual
funds had an opening portfolio value of $77,387.92, received $6,123.15 from the prorated distribution and
withdrew expenses of $9,201.67 for an adjusted value of $74,309.40. The closing value was $83,133.27.
The Richards income account, comprising money funds and mutual funds had an opening value of
$9,034.20, received $8,986.43 from the capital distribution, and withdrew expenses of $12,000.00 for an
adjusted value of $6,020.63. The closing value was $6,579.76.
The total value of all accounts at the beginning of the year was $2,610,220.71 and at year end was
$2,703,841.64. Expenses and withdrawals totaled $130,327.31.
Respectfully submitted,
The Trustees
Esther A.H. Hopkins, Michael Strem, Peter Meltzer

Northeastern Section Younger Chemists Committee
(NSYCC) Annual Report 2012
Submitted by Heidi Teng, PhD Chair NSYCC 2011-2012

Overall Evaluation
In 2012, the NSYCC had a very successful and productive year. New officers were put into
position from a variety of universities and backgrounds. We had a number of social events that
were well attended by young chemist in academia and industry. In addition, we were able to
continue with the annual programing that the YCC has established in years pasts. These include
the Northeastern Student Chemistry Conference (NSCRC) and Northeastern Chemistry Career
Symposium (NCCS). For the NCCS, we undertook the task of reformatting the usual
programing. The annual German Exchange Program was also continued successfully, attracting
new members and ideas for future programing.

Officers
Chair - Heidi Teng, PhD, Sigma Aldrich
Vice-Chair – Arun Uppalanchi, Mantrose
Secretary/Webmaster – April Jewell, Tufts University
Social Chair – Emily Lewis, Tufts University
Publicity Chair – Jackie O’Neil, Alkermes
Career Chair – Shanadeen Begay, Boston University

Activities
Pub Night
By: Heidi Teng, PhD, Chair 2012
The NSYCC hosted a pub night on November 15th, 2011 at Tavern in the Square at 730
Massachusetts Ave in Cambridge, MA. Approximately 30 young chemists from industry and
academia gathered to share a pint and light appetizers. We hoped to attract more members to our
future activities

Harpoon Brewery tour
By: Emily Lewis, Social Chair 2012
If Feb 14th is for lovers, then this year, Feb 15th
was for beer lovers. Following Valentine’s day,
the NSYCC hosted an evening of beer chemistry
at the Harpoon Brewery in Boston. Free food was

provided by NESACS, and Harpoon provided us with complimentary samples of beer for the
evening. We had a great turn out of young chemists who were able to mingle over food and at
the bar throughout the evening. As social chair, I had the unprecedented opportunity to meet a
number of new students, as well as several young chemists working in industry in the Boston
area. It was great to share a beer with these new faces and chat about life in the field.
Harpoon was also kind enough to give us an exclusive peek into
the brewing facility where we were quickly acquainted with the
many intricacies in the chemistry of beer. As we entered into the
brew house guided by our beer expert Jamie, he regaled us with
the minutiae of the craft of fermentation. From the origin of
brewing in prehistoric man to the specific water chemistry involved in creating the perfect beer,
our raconteur’s seeming endless knowledge of the fermentation process held us young chemists
rapt for over an hour.

One of Harpoon’s R&D experts, Jamie,
explains the complexity and history of the
brewing process to the YCC on Feb. 15th at
their facility in Boston’s Seaport district.

!

With ample opportunity to network, plenty of time to unwind, and myriad beers to taste, I’d say
the event was a success. I think a few of us may have even been swayed towards a career in
brewing, to whom Jamie recommended checking out the American Society of Brewing
Chemists. Thank you to everyone who came out and made this a great night, and I hope to meet
many more young chemists at our next event.

YCC-NESACS/JCF-GDCh Exchange 2012
By: Heidi Teng, PhD Chair 2012
During the week of March 17th, 2012, ten graduate and undergraduate students traveled from
Boston, MA to Rostock, Germany for the 10th annual YCC-NESACS/JCF-GDCh Exchange
program.
After a long journey the students arrived in the Hanseatic city of Rostock, Germany for the 14th
annual Frühjahrssymposium. After registration they were quickly whisked off to the seaside
town of Warnemünde, followed by the conference reception. Over the following three days,
eight students presented poster presentations and two gave oral presentations. Our very own
Gowri Chellappan won a third place poster presentation award. Throughout the conference
students were immersed in a variety of scientific talks and cultural outings. These activities gave
them the opportunity to learn more about the rich history of Rostock and socialize with the
German students. Conference organizers set up a Rostock city tour by night and conference
party to ensure that. The conference ended with a talk by Professor Albert Koch on the “15 years
of JCF” and a dinner, ending with fireworks.
Following the conference students were treated to tours of the University of Rostock LeibnizInstitüt fur Katalyse. There students spoke one-on-one with other graduate students and toured
their laboratory areas. In addition, Professor Flint give an experimental lecture outlining his work
in developing programs for teaching chemistry in secondary schools that entice young students
into the STEM fields. By bus, the students also toured Kraftwerk, a coal powerplant, and
Nordex, a wind turbine factory. This showcased two distinctly different energy sources available
in Germany.

On the final day of the German exchange trip, students toured a shipbuilding museum and
explored the Rostock Easter market. The farewell dinner was held at Amberg13, where
members of the GDCh, JCF, and University of Rostock sat down for a final meal together. Both
sides shared their appreciation for the exchange and each other. Of particular note were the
efforts of Elisabeth Kapatsina of the GDCh.
Each student that participated in the exchange kept a journal of their experience, two of which
were published in the Nucleus. In addition, many of the students keep in touch with their German
hosts via email and social networking outlets.

2012 YCC-NESACS/JCF-GDCh Exchange

14th Annual Northeastern Student Chemistry Research
Conference (NSCRC)
By: Heidi Teng, PhD Chair 2012
This year’s event was sponsored by Northeastern University! and was a resounding success. The
event took place on April 28, 2012 at Northeastern University’s Curry Student Center and Hurtig
Hall. There were >70 abstracts submitted, 10 of which were chosen for oral presentations,
and >100 registrants.
Sponsorship was provided from Northeastern University, Strem
Chemicals, The Conditas Group and the Graduate Women in Sciences Boston Chapter
Oral Presentation Awards
Outstanding Oral Presentation Award (sponsored by Strem Chemicals):
Nicholas DeLateur - Northeastern University
"Investigating Single Layer Versus Multi-Layer Active Sites with Alkaline Phosphatase"
Excellent Oral Presentation Award (sponsored by The Conditas Group):
Chris Theile - Boston College
"Synthesis of Ring Expanded Cyclo-deoxyuridine and Deoxyadenosine"
Poster Presentation Awards

Excellent Poster Presentation by a Graduate Student Award (sponsored by Strem Chemicals):
Colin J. Murphy, Tufts University
"Elucidating the rotation of a single surface bound molecule with a view of developing a
synthetic molecular motor"
Excellent Poster Presentation by an Undergraduate Student Award (sponsored by The Conditas
Group):
Shoshana Bachman, Wellesley College
"Stereospecific electrophilic addition of amidoaldehydes to oxazoles using Lewis acid catalysts"
Graduate Women in Science Award (sponsored by GWC, Alpha Omega Chapter)
Excellent Poster Presentation by a Female Presenter:
Anna Levina, MIT
"Palladium-Catalyzed β-Hydride Elimination Reactions of Alkyl Bromides and Tosylates
Leading to Terminal Alkenes"
Phyllis A. Brauner Memorial Book Award
Allen Shih – Harvard University
“Supercharged Protein as a Vehicle for Therapeutic Protein Delivery“

13th annual Northeastern Chemistry Career Symposium
By: Shanadeen Begay, Career Chair 2012
Abstract
The Nano Grant had originally been proposed to include a web-based recording of the
last Career Symposium event for viewing on the NESACS website. The purpose of the
recording was to determine the reasons that Younger Chemists did not remain engaged in the
local events. This was to help survey and accommodate the suggestions of Younger Chemists in
the future preparation of the Career Symposium – thus keeping them engaged as attendees,
organizers, viewers of remote recordings relevant to their future career planning process.
Progress was made on getting to actual recording but the final recording has not been taken or
posted on the website. The following report highlights the succession of events that occurred
towards fulfilling the final goal.
Introduction
While planning the NSYCC Career Symposium it was suggested to add a component for
recording the workshops and symposium for remote interaction and sign-up viewing on the
nsycc.org website. This would allow people whom cannot travel to the ACS event to participate
via remote video conferencing or video messaging. It could also be used to promote the ACS
career services staff, workshop organizers, and the ACS community in the Boston Area. The
younger ACS members that are not able to attend our Boston area events will be specifically
emailed a link to our events, asked to participate via a website posting, and finally given a
chance to fill in a survey for future suggestions for events. The recording will give them a
chance to receive better service from their YCC Executive Committee members and improve the
overall value they gain from being an ACS Member.

Engagement of the student-aged population (18 - 30 yrs.) has never been documented before and
there is no metric to measure that shows what impact we are having on the younger chemists in
our outreach efforts. The website will be used to collect data that can be explored later, in
addition the process of producing, posting, and disseminating the video will give ACS board
members much needed incentive to make the website more interactive to the average user in the
age range of 18 to 30 yrs.
Methods
1. Make the recording at the actual ACS Career Symposium event using software installed on a
presenter’s computer while they give the talk. A backup recording can be done with a video
recording device if planned.
2. Once the interaction/recording is over, I would utilize the Campus Representatives to send
this information out to the local section YCC's as an attachment to get people involved in
remote participation.
3. A survey will be posted and emailed out to the students that would address the following
issues: “National Meeting discussions with Younger Chemists have noted that most students
feel they do not get enough interaction with the Boston Local Section if they are remotely
located and cannot travel to the meetings and events. Internet media will give these
members a chance to interact in a way that will give them a chance to give feedback and feel
valued. Past members who left ACS that were students had indicated they left because they
were not involved directly with the NSYCC active committee members. In this initiative,
the Career Symposium Organizers could attach a survey to the video to get feedback and
start a database on the NSYCC website to store information on what our members outside
the greater Boston Area would like to see for future Career Symposium and events. These
measures would provide metrics for NESACS and give us future direction for events
requested by members normally non-represented. Also, the Executive Committee members
would be more engaged in the events as well and this would give them more reason to
remain an active ACS member in the future. “ – Meeting Minutes from ACS National
discussions reviewed at the NSYCC local section meeting in 2012.
4. Once the interaction/recording is over, the Executive Committee can utilize the Campus
Representatives to send the recording link information out to the local section YCC's as an
attachment to get people involved in remote participation.
5. A couple of weeks after the conclusion of the career symposium, the career chair can begin
taking data on this event via a modified survey and the google website utilities. We can
supply an absolute count a month after the event to give feedback on how effective this
measure truly was for members who traditionally do not attend the NSYCC events.
Results
Please see the attached NortheastStudentChemistryCareerSymposiumSurvey.pdf for the data
collected from the Career Symposium of 2012. This information can be used to improve the
upcoming symposium and when the actual video is recorded we can utilize the current templates
and data collection scheme to monitor the actual usefulness of the recording to new members. I
have a few graphs below highlighting some of the comments used in preparing for the recording.
The original target audience was 75 to 100 people, assuming the email list for this year uses last
year’s contacts we should be able to reach this number via electronic communication.

The NESACS has one license copy of the NetPlay Software (www.instant-demo.com), which
was purchased via the NanoGrant funds. Dr. Mukund Chorghade can utilize this to make a
recording at the next Career Symposium or for any future outreach and distance membership
initiatives to complete the intention of this grant.
The website manager has access to the current statistics, resources, and functionality that can be
used to set-up and publicize the future recordings. The current Northeastern Section Executive
Committee has the document templates for future use as well to further realize the completion of
the membership engagement process for remote ACS members. The original grant report is in
Appendix A below for future reference.
Discussion
There were several attempts during the NESACS career symposium to record the talks but due to
limited staff and coordination there were problems with the recording process. Immediately
after the event I attempted to email the speakers and get them software to record their talks
independent of the event. A series of issues emerged during this process. Most issues centered
around the computer equipment differences, legality concerns, lack of time to record for the
speakers, or lost of content value in the recordings. A series of emails over several months
produced a last attempt with Mukund Chograde on how to align the branding/ownership issue at
the National Level with local concerns produced the most promising lead. The software just
needs to be used at one of his future events and the NSYCC website can be prepared for general
use of this content and for publicity purposes.
Another interesting issue was that $200 was not enough to get all the speakers recorded and is a
good budget to get one speaker properly recorded. I did not originally anticipate this cost
correctly and so in the future it would be advised to only recommend one recording be done for
this amount of funding. Also, it is imperative that the recording team, do a rehearsal with the
software before the actual event/live recording.
The analysis of the data can be done quite easily for the next attempt at this outreach event. The
attached Appendix A shows many of the results from the first Career Symposium and they can
be used to track changes for future years. The data mining that can be done with this data should
already serve to inform and direct the current membership retention and increase efforts. They
should be analyzed with directed purpose in continuing years to help guide the inclusion of
future non-active younger chemists.
Please see Appendix A for this data.
Given these recommendations and experiences I believe this grant can be fulfilled with the
original goals for the next Career Symposium. If the YCC Executive Committee agrees to these
recommendations they can implement them accordingly. Despite efforts to complete the
recordings from all parties involved for this year, it is unfortunate that they cannot be completed.
However, I recommend that the recordings occur in the future so membership engagement can
be properly evaluated now that the groundwork for this project has been laid.
Final Budget
Final Proposed Budget and Received funds:
$160 for the web equipment, recording software, mics, video supplies.
$20 for setting up the database and getting necessary printouts and flyers for this event mailed
out.
$20 to get supplies for the workshops such as pens, flip-charts, handouts and printouts for
workshop.

Received Budget spent (Oct. 27, 2012 via Jim Piper)
$200: Total spent for software alone.

Summary of Northeastern Chemistry Career Symposium
Talks & Workshops
By: Jackie O’Neil, Publicity Chair
Resumes, Interviews and References
Kathryn Nicholson, Vice President, Human Resources at Nova
Biomedical
Kathryn Nicholson began the afternoon with a step-by-step
presentation on proven tactics and skills to utilize during the job
search process. She gave a detailed analysis of how to write a
resume that will be noticed and expertly answered questions that
students had. She mentioned the need for students to brag about
themselves during an interview, the need for a polished look, a timely and confident presence, a
follow-up thank you and inquiry after the initial round of interviews. Her advice demonstrated
the appropriate, respectful, and directed approach a job seeker should follow concerning their
references was relevant to a majority of the attendees as evidenced by the many questions she
received during her talk.
Careers and Internships in Science Policy
Doris Lewis, Professor at Suffolk University
Doris Lewis continued our symposium with an overview of the
ACS Policy work. She compared the ACS Policy Fellowship
to the AAAS Policy Fellowship, gave some applicant advice
for both processes, and highlighted individual stories and
testimonials. The audience focused their attention on the
incredible opportunity of working with chemistry legislation and learned how their skills can be
applied to a non-traditional career path.
A Long, Strange, Rewarding Journey: The Trajectory of a Chemistry Career
Stewart A. Levy, SGL Chemistry Consulting, LLC
As an employed member of the pharmaceutical industry for
the last 15-20 years, Stewart Levy gave a realistic overview of
the need to manage one’s career and seek a balanced strategy.
He advised students to learn actively, embrace opportunities,
network, and keep an eye on trends all into long-term work
goals. His own life and career trajectory was given as an
example; he told us of how he honed his synthetic bench
skills, developed business acumen, maintained his travel responsibilities, and recently developed
high-level administrative and managerial duties. Eventually
after a handful of positions of increasing responsibility he
worked with an IPO and began to consult. He stressed the

importance of positioning oneself to take advantage of fortunate circumstances and remained
true to his commitment to networking by attending the mixer after the event was complete. Not
surprisingly, many students chose to ask questions and other speakers commented on his great
insight and accurate description of the startup business process.
It’s Not What You Know That Matters: Perspectives from an Industrial Chemist in Biotech
Michael Hurrey at Vertex Pharmaceuticals
With a mixture of humor, personal anecdotes, and presence, Mick gave an interactive talk on his
experiences of being managed and business best practices for newly minted PhD’s entering the
workforce. Office etiquette, the importance and usefulness of various written and oral mediums
for communication, and how to give winning presentations were discussed. He mentioned the
idea of “tooting your own horn without blowing it” and occasionally skipping a meeting if
you’re not prepared to attend can be just as important to meeting etiquette. The unspoken word,
building relationships and managing-up to improve other’s perceptions of you is where you can
gain an edge in office politics. Understanding, deference and hard work will prove that you can
manage your image. Being concise will get you points in all communication styles as well as
knowing your message can help keep you focused. These points stirred much Q&A from the
audience and proved to be valuable to most attendees.
Research Careers in Industry versus Academia: The Great
Divide?
Adrian Whitty, Associate Professor at Boston University
Having the benefit of seeing if “the grass is really greener on
the other side” in drug discovery explorations, Adrian
Whitty used his careers in both industry and academia to
compare and contrast various aspects of the drug discovery
process. He gave valuable pointers on the similarities as to
the nature of the science problems (defined, well-thought
out, sound, creative, balanced) as well as differences (career ladder uniqueness, pay, project
structure, delegation and responsibility of authority/duties/research). In the end, his advice will
lead the industry seeker to work with people whom one can learn from in a team environment
that is focused on delivering tangible results in a changing and challenging setting. Accordingly,
the academically minded career trajectory should make distinct contributions to important
problems with quantity and quality no matter the managerial structure with an eye on student
success.

Career Management and Essentials: Job search methods, Tips
for your resumes, CVs, Cover letters and interviewing
exercises.
Patrick Gordon, Framingham State University
Dan Eustace, University of Connecticut
This in-depth session spanned the full spectrum of career
development and management, from the review of cover
letters, resumes/CVs, mock phone and in-person interviews, as well as tips for establishing and
maintaining a trajectory for the newly-settled chemist. Dr. Gordon and Dr. Eustace engaged the
workshop attendees with on the spot questioning, interviews and encouraged everyone to ask the
most important questions that they wanted answered, giving all the attendees valuable feedback,
with input from their peers as well. They covered the basics of resume building, cover letter
writing, as well as defining what types of application materials are expected for different job
applications. They also discussed the importance of a well-maintained network and showed one
attendee’s LinkedIn page, giving feedback on ways that could improve its aim and reach, to
become a very useful networking tool.
Effective Communication and Entrepreneurship Skills
Mukund Chorghade, THINQ Pharma
In showing some of the pitfalls and successes of
communication, Dr. Chorghade provided us with a powerful
picture of how communication is essential to a successful
career. His humorous slides showed that sometimes science
can get bogged down with inefficient communication
between scientists and non-scientists, as well as within the
scientific community. He also highlighted the different roles that exist in scientific jobs, as well
as pointing out tips such as that knowing your company/employer is a very important step in the
process. While many may be focused on merely finding a job, deciding if the job is truly right
for you could be the most important decision of your career. The attendees also were shown
some useful resume tips as well as tips for preparing a seminar as part of an interview. He
wrapped up the workshop with insights from various fields in the chemical industry, reminding
everyone that different fields have different ways of exploring and performing chemistry, but not
to let that hold back visions for the future.
Should I start my own business? What are the barriers?
Jack Driscoll, PID Analyzers, LCC

In his workshop, Dr. Driscoll gave the audience all the details and stories about his
entrepreneurial endeavor, creating PID analyzers, from the ground up. The group discussed what
it took for the company to get off the ground, and all the initial technical, business and legal
barriers he encountered. Dr. Driscoll covered different types of funding for the potential
entrepreneurs in the crowd and explained the differences associated with each. As he explained
the process and the time that it took to find a niche in the market, to build an initial prototype and
secure funding for the company, the audience got a taste of the skills required to venture off
yourself, while learning the different types of insights you need (not just the scientist’s) to get a
new product to market and be truly successful
Networking
Amy Kallmerten, Perkin Elmer
We’ve all heard the top networking tips to succeed; however,
Dr. Kallmerten’s take on the modern rules of networking for
young professionals seemed to hit a little closer to home than
other workshops. By defining professional networking as the
computer science idea of sharing resources by linking nodes,
she explained in great detail dos and don’ts in very real and
likely scenarios scientists are likely to find themselves in. With her unique style, she shared
personal anecdotes and reinforced that you need to be ready to network anytime and anywhere,
because you never knowing what connection could be the most important. Dr. Kallmerten gave
the attendees a refresher course in table manners, social etiquette and her favorite tip to create a
goal for yourself for making new connections, including “homework” for attendees to network at
the social hour following her closing remarks.

Group photo after the mixer.
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responses

Summary See complete responses
Did you find the Career Symposium to be a useful service?

Very Useful

1 - Very Useful

6

40%

2

6

40%

3

2

13%

4

1

7%

5 - Not at all Useful

0

0%

Not at all Useful

How convenient was the timing of the Career Symposium?
1 - Very Convenient

2

13%

2

8

53%

3

2

13%

4

2

13%

5 - Not at all Convenient

1

7%

1 - Very Appropriate

Very ConvenientNot at all Convenient

Did you find the location/accommdations to be appropriate?
10

67%

2

2

13%

3

2

13%

4

1

7%

5 - Not at all Appropriate

0

0%

Very AppropriateNot at all Appropriate

Would you recommend a more convenient (appropriate) time (location)?
Time from 9 am to 4 pm -saturday n/a I think it was pretty convenient. If it wasn't such a nice day out I would have felt better about attending, but hey
what can you do. At least of the rest of the weekend will be nice too.

Avoiding marathon weekend would make getting to the conference easier.

specific weekend was hectic for a few individuals I knew. The hotel and time were fine. It was easily accessible on the T.

This

No, everything was fine.

How relevant was the content of the lectures offered?

1 of 13
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1 - Very Relevant

9

60%

2

3

20%

1

7%

0

0%

3
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2
13%

4

5 - Not at all Relevant

Very Relevant Not at all Relevant

Would you recommend a different lecture topic or guest speaker?
Resume critique Various academic positions. It was great to hear from individuals from biotech but for those interested only in academia, this
wasn't as helpful. Though the resume and interviewing was extremely helpful! Especilaly since the person was in an HR position who could give
pointers.

Government Lab Research

Could you provide more information about internships in chemistry industry?

A little geared towards

PhD and post-doctoral students over Masters, but otherwise fine.

How relevant was the content of the workshops offered?
1 - Very Relevant

7

50%

2

2

14%

3

2

14%

4

2

14%

5 - Not at all Relevant

1

7%

Very Relevant Not at all Relevant

Would you recommend a different workshop topic or leader?
n/a -- did not attend workshops It would be nice to have a more directed resume workshop.
Tips

I did not attend the workshops.

Job Searching

No.

Did you attend any of the offered lectures?
Yes

13

87%

No

2

13%

Lecture Evaluation

Which lectures did you attend at the Career Symposium?
"Resumes, Interviews and References" - Kathy Nicholson
"Careers and Internships in Science Policy" - Dr. Doris Lewis

2 of 13

"A Long, Strange, Rewarding Journey: The Trajectory of a Chemistry
Dr. Stuart Levy
11/13/12Career"
5:41 -PM
"It's Not What You Know That Matters: Perspectives of an Industrial Chemist in the Biotech"" - Dr. Mick Hurrey
"Research Careers in Industry versus Academia: The Great Divide" - Dr. Adrian Whitty
People may select more than one checkbox, so percentages may add up to more than 100%.
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This lecture was useful and relevant to me. - Resumes, Interviews and References
Strongly Agree

7

58%

Agree

4

33%

Neither Agree nor Disagree

1

8%

Disagree

0

0%

Strongly Disagree

0

0%

This lecture was useful and relevant to me. - Careers & Internships in Science Policy
Strongly Agree

2

18%

Agree

5

45%

Neither Agree nor Disagree

2

18%

Disagree

2

18%

Strongly Disagree

0

0%

This lecture was useful and relevant to me. - The Trajectory of a Chemistry Career
Strongly Agree

2

20%

Agree

5

50%

Neither Agree nor Disagree

1

10%

Disagree

2

20%

Strongly Disagree

0

0%

This lecture was useful and relevant to me. - Perspectives of an Industrial Chemist in Biotech
Strongly Agree

6

60%

Agree

2

20%

Neither Agree nor Disagree

2

20%

Disagree

0

0%

Strongly Disagree

0

0%

This lecture was useful and relevant to me. - Research in Industry vs. Academia
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Strongly Agree

6

Agree

1

11%

Neither Agree nor Disagree

2

22%

Disagree

0

0%

Strongly Disagree

0

0%

The lectures were of appropriate length. - Resumes, Interviews and References
Too Long

67%

0

0%

Just Right

9

75%

Too Short

2

17%

No Opinion

1

8%

The lectures were of appropriate length. - Careers & Internships in Science Policy
Too Long

3

27%

Just Right

5

45%

Too Short

0

0%

No Opinion

3

27%

The lectures were of appropriate length. - The Trajectory of a Chemistry Career
Too Long
Just Right

1

9%

4

36%

Too Short

1

9%

No Opinion

5

45%

The lectures were of appropriate length. - Perspectives of an Industrial Chemist in Biotech
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Too Long

0

0%

Just Right

8

80%

Too Short

0

0%

No Opinion

2

20%

The lectures were of appropriate length. - Research in Industry vs. Academia
Too Long

0

0%

Just Right

7

70%

Too Short

0

0%

No Opinion

3

30%

What could be improved about the lecture series?
provide slide handouts for all lectures (as done for the first)

The first session started late. The introduction of the speakers was

not very formal. The lecturers were very informative. The break session resources were late. Otherwise it was a great way to
spread information for all types of students.

Did you attend a Workshop?

Did you attend any of the offered workshops?
Yes

7

47%

No

8

53%

Workshop Evaluation

Which workshops did you attend?
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Career Management Essentials - Dr. Dan Eustace and Dr. Patrick Gordon

5

71%

Barriers to Starting my Own Business - Dr. Jack Driscoll

3

43%

Effective Communication and Entrepreneurship Skills - Dr. Mukund Chorghade

4

57%

Networking - Dr. Amy Kallmertan

3

43%

People may select more than one checkbox, so percentages may add up to more than
100%.

This workshop was useful and relevant to me. - Career Management Essentials
Strongly Agree

5

100%

Agree

0

0%

Neither Agree nor Disagree

0

0%

Disagree

0

0%

Strongly Disagree

0

0%

This workshop was useful and relevant to me. - Barriers to Starting my own Business
Strongly Agree

0

0%

Agree

2

50%

Neither Agree nor Disagree

2

50%

Disagree

0

0%

Strongly Disagree

0

0%

This workshop was useful and relevant to me. - Effective Communication and Entrepreneurship Skills
Strongly Agree
2 40%
Agree

2

40%

Neither Agree nor Disagree

1

20%

Disagree

0

0%

Strongly Disagree

0

0%

Edit form - [ Northeast
Student was
Chemistry
] ...
This workshop
useful andCareer
relevantSymposium
to me. - Networking
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Strongly Agree

2

67%

Agree

1

33%

Neither Agree nor Disagree

0

0%

Disagree

0

0%

Strongly Disagree

0

0%
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The workshops were of appropriate length. - Career Management Essentials
Too Long

0

0%

Just Right

5

100%

Too Short

0

0%

No Opinion

0

0%

The workshops were of appropriate length. - Barriers to Starting my own Business
Too Long
0

0%

Just Right

1

25%

Too Short

0

0%

No Opinion

3

75%

The workshops were of appropriate length. - Effective Communication and Entrepreneurship
Skills
Too Long
0
0%
Just Right

4

Too Short

0

80%
0%

No Opinion

1

20%

Too Long

0

0%

Just Right

2

50%

Too Short

0

0%

No Opinion

2

50%

The workshops were of appropriate length. - Networking

What could be improved about the workshop series?
The "barriers to starting a business" workshop could have been more audience-oriented.

If there was a way

to attend both lectures and workshops...that is what I would change.
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Final Items Evaluation

Did the networking event at BuddaC add value to the Symposium?
Yes

9

60%

No

1

7%

Did not attend

5

33%

Please indicate your current level of study
Undergraduate

2

13%

11

73%

Post-Doctoral

2

13%

Other

0

0%

Graduate

Would you like to see any of our guest speakers or workshop leaders at future NSYCC
events? - Kathy Nicholson
Yes
5 45%
No

0

0%

No Opinion

6

55%

Would you like to see any of our guest speakers or workshop leaders at future NSYCC
events? - Dr. Doris Lewis
Yes
6 46%
No

0

0%

No Opinion

7

54%

Would you like to see any of our guest speakers or workshop leaders at future NSYCC
events? - Dr. Stuart Levy
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Yes

7

No

0

58%
0%

No Opinion

5

42%

Would you like to see any of our guest speakers or workshop leaders at future NSYCC
events? - Dr. Mick Hurrey
Yes
6 50%
No

1

8%

No Opinion

5

42%

Would you like to see any of our guest speakers or workshop leaders at future NSYCC
events? - Dr. Adrian Whitty
Yes
8 67%
No

0

0%

No Opinion

4

33%

Would you like to see any of our guest speakers or workshop leaders at future NSYCC
events? - Dr. Dan Eustace
Yes
8 67%
No

0

0%

No Opinion

4

33%

Would you like to see any of our guest speakers or workshop leaders at future NSYCC
events? - Dr. Patrick Gordon
Yes
8 67%
No

0

0%

No Opinion

4

33%

Would you like to see any of our guest speakers or workshop leaders at future NSYCC
events? - Dr. Jack Driscoll
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Yes

6

No

0

55%
0%

No Opinion

5

45%

Would you like to see any of our guest speakers or workshop leaders at future NSYCC
events? - Dr. Mukund Chorghade
Yes
6 50%
No

0

0%

No Opinion

6

50%

Would you like to see any of our guest speakers or workshop leaders at future NSYCC
events? - Dr. Amy Kallmertan
Yes
4 36%
No

0

0%

No Opinion

7

64%

Do you have any additional feedback for the Career Symposium organizers?
the day was well-organized and hope that it becomes an even larger event in future
years

Good job overall. I was a little disappointed that I couldn't attend both the workshops

and talks at the same time, but still nice to have that choice. I thought the mixer afterward was
also very effective (and delicious).

Please start on time. And have more water available,

even if it is tap water. Possibly have the first portion of registration have someone explain
NESACS. Thank you for organizing great speakers.

Great job organizers!

Do you have any additional feedback for the guest speakers or workshop leaders?
most useful lecture for me was the last discussing academia v. industry, but i found both of the
late session speakers most entertaining

Thank you for contributing your time and efforts.

Are you currently an ACS Member?
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No

4
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Did the Career Symposium help you to learn more about your local ACS section
(NESACS)?
Yes 12 80%
No

3

20%

Please elaborate on your answer to the question above.
did not know that such an event was hosted by the local section until this year. otherwise
i've already participated in the german exchange and will be participating in the upcoming
symposium/local meeting

The organizers and speakers spoke a little about the

opportunities that NESACS offers such as monthly meetings/dinners to network and talk
about science.

I breezed through the folder before the talks started. If someone gave a

brief introduction or had a small table (separate from registration) it would have given
more insight into what NESACS is all about.
how

This event made me understand

...

Would you like to receive information about becoming a member of the NSYCC
Executive Board or a Campus Representative?
carolvasq123@yahoo.com 323-804-4257 sorrifully no, as i'll be leaving the area by the
end of this calendar year

jlum@bu.edu

Yes, my email address is

ziyao_tang@brown.edu. I am a current second year graduate at Brown University,
chemistry.

Would you like to (or be willing to) discuss your comments with the Career
Symposium organizers?
sure: jbeiger@fas.harvard.edu roberts.ju@husky.neu.edu jlum@bu.edu

Number of daily responses
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